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MEETINGS
Local public agencies that will
conduct meetings this week
include:
HOSPITAL BOARD
•The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board will meet in
regular session at 5:30 p.m.,
Thursday, Juk 15, in the
board room of the hospital.
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SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

Group offers
support for
President Kurth
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Human skull believed
to have been discovered

FORECAST
Staff
Tonight, considerable cloudiness
with scattered thunderstorms.
Heavy rain possible. Low 70 to
75. Chance of tam n 50 percent.
Ftiday,- partly sunny with .scattered thunderstorms. High in the
lower 90s. Chance of rain 50
percent._

Report
Murray Lodger & Times

Despite published reports-that a human skull was found in Callonot conway County, sheriff's detective Stan Scott said he could
,
•
firm that information. However, Sheriff J.D. Williams was quoted by. area media as
saying that a human skull had been found in Shady Oaks Mobile
Home Park Wednesday.
Williams said after receiving a call about the possibilty of skull,
the discovery was made.
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

Town scrambles to
protect river bridge
By CHRISTOPHER SULLIVAN
Associated Press Writer

"It was a battle last night
and will be a battle tonight
and tomorrow."
.Mayor Chuck Scholz

QUINCY. Ill. (AP) — Quincy
suffered a hard -right and .then a
left when the Mississippi overflowed two levees and flooded
28,000 acres of farmland.
unrelenting rain worsened floodBut the town was determined
to dodge the knockout punch by ing
President Clinton
keeping the river from taking the visited Iowa and told flood vicFabius levee. That would close tims to "hang in there."
the only working bridge across
Quincy actually is one of- the
the Mississippi for a 212-mile few places along the 52-mile
stretch, from Burlington, Iowa, to levee in Adams County not in
St. -Louis.
danger of serious flooding. It sits
"We're determined not to let atop a bluff that protects it from
that happen," said Mayor Chuck the worst the Mississippi can
Scholz. "Somewhere between 35 throw at it.
and 40 percent of 'our economy
But areas around the city have
rolls over that bridge."
no such protection. They include
"It's been a battle. It was a the waste treatment plant along
battle last night and will be a ,the river, the access roads leading
battle tonight and tomorrow."
to the Bayvicw Bridge and areas
Crews manned the levee over- where many major employers
night, putting fresh material on - have manufacturing plants.
soft spots. Scores of fresh volunCity officials worried that
teers arrived this morning as a flooding could shut down the
steady rain fell.
treatment plant, threatening the
A.J. Getz, who was helping -water supply for 40,000 residents
coordinate the crews, said "In a and the more than 9,000 volunsituation like this, there's always teers and refugees who have
problems. There"s no crisis. flocked to . the besieged town.
We're pretty optimistic."
The plant was designed to proBob ,Designe of Peoria, who cess 76 million gallons of water a
drove here to help protect proper- day, but in recent days has handty behind the levee owned by his led 150 million gallons. Officials
brother-in-law, said that in the feared more flooding,,could overlast big flood in.1973, water was load the system or could get into
10 feet deep on that land.
the treatment plant itself.
But the main concern, he said,
"We've had people working
was keeping the bridge from around the clock," Scholz said.
being closed by the flooding of
'I saw two-little girls waiting for
access roads. "You've got parts the (v(*unteers') bus, no more
moving back and forth to facto- than 8 and 10, standing there
ries," Designe said. "Businesses witlf shovels in their hands. I just
would have to lay people off." about lost it."
Other communities in Illinois
The Fabius levee
with much
and three other Midwestern states
were righting the same battle as III TURN TO PAGE 2

Threat of budget
cuts spur meeting
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger I Times Staff Writer

Area business and educational
leaders who gathered at Murray
State University Wednesday said
they wanted to send a Message to
the Council on Higher Education
and the general public about
.4ingtuation
and the leadership of university
-President Ronald
K-urth,
Dia( Fotsch, vice president of
the small engine division of
Briggs and Stratton, located in
Murray. said he organized the
news conference. But - he. also.
admitted to having a lot of help
in putting it together.
"There's a lot of phone calls
involved in putting this together."
Fotschr-Said. "And trying to schedule something like this during
the summer was difficult. But
this -iv_
rsity-eoneerned-about budget cuts. And we
wanted to voice our support for
higher education and for the leadership at the university."
Dr. Jack Rose and Harry Crisp,

011114

DICK FOTSCH
who were also on Wednesday's
panel, said Fotsch called them •
and :isk that they attend. They,_
said the meeting was put- together'
after Gov. Brewton Rine% wrote
• TURN TO PAGE 3

Local candidates spend
over $90,000 on campaign
By STACEY

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY — 87'
357.5, +0.2; below 312.7, +0.9
BARKLEY — 87°
357.4, +0.4; below 313.1. +0.7

50 CENTS

Business leaders hold press conference

SCHOOL BOARD
Phe-Murrs-SdiL
• -ByiAMY WILSON
wilt meet in special session-at
Murray Ledger I Times Statl WrNer
7:30 p.m., Thursday. July 15
When area business, industry •
in the board -office located at
and education leaders gathered
Ninth and Poplar Streets. This
for a press conference Tuesday at
meeting was originally scheMurray State University. discusduled for July 8.
sion centered around budgetary.
BOARD OF REGENTS
concerns and ,kudos for President
•The Murray State University
Ronald J. Kurth.
-Berard of Regents will Cunduet
Dick FotsChirpresiden1r
.a retreat at the Executive Inn
the small engine division of
in-Owensboro Friday, July 16: 'Briggs and Stratton, led the fivebeginning at 11 a.m., followed
member panel in voicing concern
by a special called meeting at
about cut4, in higher education
3 p.m. The board will continue
and praising Kurth for his
AMY WILSON.Ledgor & Tr-es photo
its planning session Saturday,
leadership.
President
Murray
State
University
Ronald
J. Kurth (left) and
July 17, at 9 a.m.
Other members of the panel
Bruce
Pope,
and
chief
chairman
esecutive
officer
of Pope Induswere: Harry Crisp, chief executries
in
among
two
of
FIRE DISTRICT
Paducah,
were
the
speakers
at
the press contive officer of Marion Pepsi-Cola
ference Tuesday.
•Thc Hazel/Harris Grove Fire
Bottling Company; Dr. Jack
District Board 6 will meet at 7
Rose, superintendent of the Caltogether is our concern for the dents requiring them to submit
p.m., Monday, July 19, at the
loway County School District and
funding and the University's abil- contingency plans for 2, 4. and 6
Calloway County, Fire-Rescue
ity to deal with it," Fotsch said. percent cuts by July 21. These
president of the Southern AssociStation No. 1 loCated on 16th
ation of Colleges and Schools; "We, are sending a message to cuts arc in addition to a 2 percent
Street Extended. SW6weii,-Superintendent or , everyone that there is a pfoblein Cut already enacted.
Kurth told the, Council on
the Marshall County School Diswith allocated funds. Industry has
trict: and Bruce Pope, chairman
stayed in the background far too Higher Education Monday that
INSIDE
"we are down to the muscle and
and chief executive officer of
Pope Industries in Paducah.
Governor
.Brereton.
has
Jones
• Former Murray State Racer
"I think what brought us
sent letters to all university presi- O TURN TO PAGE 2
head football coach Mike
Mahoney landed an assistant
coaching position at Spring
High School in Spring, Texas,
Monday. Page 8.

AFTERNOON

CROOK
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

Politics is big business in Kentucky — and C4loWay County is
no exception.
During the May primary, cant
didates spent more than $93,000
on campaigns. They took in more
,than S95,000.
The big spenders were not
always the winners. Of the nine
races (constables were excluded),
four offices were taken by those
who out-spent their opponents.
Incumbent county attorney
David Harrington, who won reelection by 1,204 votes, spent
more than any candidate in the
primary with reported expenditures of- $13,694.66
According to records provided
by the state electjon finance
office, a list has been compiled of
the receipts and disbursements

candidates reported. (The winner
of each race is listed first.)
Candidates who received less
than $250 were not required to _
file a camplign finance report.
Jud9e/Executlye
•J.D. Williams
received
S9,607.16; spent 59,606.9.5;
amount of own money spent
S1,874.16.
•Eva Mohler
received
$3,850; spent S3,590.67; amount
of own money spent 53,500.._
•Bill Phillips — received
S3,409.18; spent S3,409.18:
amount of own money spent
53,299.18.*George Weak, - 52,250.10;
spent S2,108.39; amount of own
money spent $1,100.
*Chuck Shuffet• - received
S1,275: spent $1,275: amount of,
own money _ spent $875.
Sheriff
*Stan Scott — received

Japan's Quake
Death toll hits 126
By ERIC TALMADGE
Associated Press Writer

were draped with white blankets
and red flowers.
"We-don2t--have enough room
to put all the bodies," said priest
Takazu Tetsioaka. "But I suspect
_
they'll be bringing more."
Workers dug in Okushiri's
Yoyoso Hotel, which was
crushed by a landslide. About
three dozen bodies were believed
still entombed in the hotel.,
More landslides were feared
after a heavy rainstorm Wednesday night.
The meteorological agency
broadcast tsunami warnings within five minutes after the quake
hit, but many victims had no time

OKUSHIR1, Japan (Al)) —
New aftershocks- rocked northern*
Japan today, and the death toll
from a' devastating earthquake
was expected to rise as workers
dug for bodies in the rubble of a
hotel. Officials said at least 126
people were killed and 85
missing.
Police said 151 people were
injured and about 1,000 people
left homeless by Monday night's
quake, the deadliest in decades.
Rescuers with food and water
were making their way to remote
areas of the small island of
Okushiri in the Sea of Japan, to reach higher ground before the
which took the brunt of the waves struck.
The fishing hamlet of Inaho,
quake. The initial tremor, estimated at 7.8 on the Richter scale, with about 80 homes, was all but
generated giant waves, fires and washed away by tidal waves.
Midori Mizuno, 53, said she ran
landslides.
In the village of Aonae, for the hills as the water surged
ravaged by fire and water,'the in.
"The third wave caught me,"
Buddhist temple was lined with
caskets beneath a hanging scroll the gray-haired woman said
of the. goddess of 'mercy. The today, surveying what was left of
chief priest chanted sutras for the her house. "But it threw me up
onto the high ground."
dead.
Misac Ikeda, a 38-year -old
Relatives made offerings of
told of tieing swept
housewife,
bananas and apples, and the air of
the candle-lit room was thick away in her car, but said she
managed to climb out the widow.
with incense. The 37 caskets

S5._806; spent S.5,70.63; amou nt
of own money spent SLIM).
•Paul Jerry 1.,:e - rel cis Al
52,850: swill 52,823.59:. ant0091
01 -ovvli money spent SI,500.
received
-;liddie Slone
S2,745;,-spent $2_498.12; aniount
of own money spent S2,390
received
'Tommy.; Walker
52,450: spent 52.450; amount ot
own money spent S1.750,
•Ted Alexanderreceived
S669.59; spent 5609.24; amount
of own money spent S569.59.
no
•Bilt Fdd Murdock
report due.
" Commonwealth Attorney
•Mtke Ward_ •- received
57,700: .spent $7,700; amount 01
own money spent 54,500.
-received
**Max .„Parker
S8.900: spent SK,900: amount of
own money spent 58,500.
III TURN TO PAGE 2

Local residents
to send relief to
area flood victims
Once again the people of
Murray and Calloway County
are rallying to help the flood
victims in the Mississippi Valley area.
Dewayne Harper is coordinating a drive through the
Glendale Road Church of
Christ to take items to one of
the hardest hit areas. St. Charles, Mo.
Harper said items most
needed• include lightweight
clothing, canned or ready-toeat food, diapers, cleaning
supplies, basic fint aid items,
blankets, drinking water and
personal hygiene items. The
church will leave Friday. July
23.
Items should be brought to
the church by 4 p.m. on Thursday, July 22. to be boxed and
ready for transporting to the
flooded town.
Philip Lynn Rogers is working wiTh the "Share the Hope"
group to collect food, diapers,
bottled water, and nonperishable food to go to the
flood victims.
The items arc to be taken to
the National Guard Armory on
Coldwater Road from 7 a.m. to
3:30 p.m., Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, and
from 74.m. to 7 p.m. on
Tuesday.
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anislisk die aisu Ilmosaisa an
rilOIA PAGE 1
ii sad N.
•itli the tuta. Since 1191. a song linnsid
ailialainados.
, uts have tooled doom IS
01 budgeted illircediaoally voodoo so to
the commusey not only Ihr
but for help He's bon ewes.4.. h 1444 the audience that
save
one comosiod to topping
•,hallmges that will be pr.
MIMIC
PCIPOSICtS."
..an ori1 be dealt with by
Shadowea cosnoneaded Kw*
,11; leadership
peel extremely fortunate for working with the Marshall
gualified, leanest press- County School Mina.
Rose eaolissisoil .the Wipern; 1-otssh said. "When Dr.
owe
of being visible an avogionurth_ came in, he had to re-

Protect Your Asphalt In
Don't Wait Lnffl lour l'arkinv 1 ct I
Seal(oat 10(1.1
Parking lots • 1)rit ek%
bile use. only commercial scaler that last.. • I'm,
guarantee a professional, clean neat Int, o
ment Call today for free estimates

Murray Paving Company
't' here Oualitv Doe•rl't • .),t

81 East Main

i!

NIurray

o'

1

imovonity
"I'd mks at add a Ism aims
to wises Kea and Dick have said
about MSU sad Dr. Kura." Rom
said. "Whoa he came ia. we
didn't have doe credibility sad
visibility we *add have. Kurth
has chomped that."
Pope preseated a letter sent to
Board of Regents Chairman
James Butts by Rep. Freed Curd
praising Kurth for making an
effort to.maintain a good working
relationship with area legislators
and consulting with him more
than any other MSU president.
"1 am extremely pleased with
the dedication to academic excellence and the way the University
is 'being marketed on a broad
sphere," Pope said. "Those two
things go hand-in-hand during
turbulent times. Reaching outside
Calloway County is pleasing to
me."
Crisp indicated the need for
everyone to join together in sup-

24 HOUR SERVICE
mic"R
492-8219 OR 753-1833 NIGHTS

DAYS 753-5273

muss

the University.
"As a bosom palm I am
siaceeely conceresd about MSC.Crisp said. "MSU is a great uat.
vanity with great leadenhip and
ire all need to be supportive of it
if we don't get m *ere sad poll
together. is will be devastating.After the panel spoke. Korth
emphasised his appreciation for
their support.
"As we minute with the cuts,
it is heartening to know there is
such widespread support from
business, industry and educational leaders," Kurth said. "Additional budget cuts seem inevitable. I will be meeting with my
senior vice presidents and loyal,
competent staff to consider all
suggestions."
During his three years as president, he said he has faced many
challenges and he has to appreciate the faculty, staff and students.
"I have committed myself- to
making MSU succeed and

r

cabals.int its repetatson as a res•
tonal enivenet.. he said
When 1-•14s.11 a. asked ii the
•iinferense v. v in an wav a
me.•vagc i the hoard of regents
ahout Kurth s •onuas t • he replied
that • unquestionahl). Dr Korth is
the most qualilied and knowkdgeable The expenence factor
is the key
When the panel. was asked if
anyone had woken to the board
or regents about Kurth's contract.
only Rose replied affirmatively.
kitsch said cuts in education
vvould have long-term implications in industry.
"The- 'immediate impact of
budgetary cuts would be hard to
identify in industry," Fotsch said.
"However, the product would
become less with inadequate
funding and if that kind of product can't be generated out of
MSU.. there are always Other
places we: can go."'

LOCAL NEWS ROUNDUP

•
CCFR RESPONDS TO TWO FIRES
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue responded to two separate fires July 14.
According to public information officer Chris Mann, a mobile home, owned
by Bobby Butler, on Hwy. 464 east of Alma, caught fire at 3 p.m. and apparently began in_ the_kitchanarea...Atann said 4110.bfaZe wcontaiaed
kitchen, which suffered minirrial fire and smoke damage. Three trucks and
eight men responded. The second call was to a car tiro on Ky. 94 _E.,
ariproximately 11 miles'from liturray. According to reports. a 1987 Ford
Taurus, owned by Kerry McDermott of Rt. 3 Murray, ignited at approximately
6:15 p.m. No injuries were reported. The origin of the fire has not been
determined. Damage estimates were unavailable. Three trucks and 15 men
responded.

Ill Town scrambles...
FROM PAGE 1
human help — was holding back
the surging river, which was
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*Joe E. Thornton — received
S4.1125; spent S4,844.52; amount
of own money spent $4,650.
Magistrate Dist. 1 •
*Clyde Hale — received
$464.50; spent $464.50; amount
of own money spent $414.50.
•Phillip Lynn Rogers —
receiv.ed' S1,255; spent $1,255;
amount of own -money spenr
$200.
*Gerald Duncan — received
$826.88; spent $826.88; amount
of own money spent $626.88
'Dan Galloway — received
$309.37; spent $309.37; amount
of own money spent $309.37.
*Steve Lyons — no report due..
Mal)Istrtite-Dist- 2-- •Steve Lax
received
$550.39; spent t550.39; amount
of own money spent S500.39.
*Charles Smotherman —
received $909.35; spent $909,35;
amount of own money spent
$909.35.
James Herndon — report not
received as of July 9.
'Mike Cunningham — no,
report due.
*John Loftis — no report due.
Magistrate 13151. 3
•Bobby Stubblefield —
received $900.11; spent $90011;
amount of own money spent

Support

Sag%
InterestRon9
FirstSir Months

38%

*Randy H ut. hens — received
S9.147.48; spent S9.347.48.
amount of own money spent
SII.39S.
Jailer
•Pat Paschall — received
S2,700.56; spent $2.700.56:
amount of own money spent
$2,700.56.

piggly wiggly

11
P411
5
0
1 %
Ierns•stRota
SecondSir Months

AnnualPergentsge
Y,6'/o'For2-rear Term

County Attorney
•Da.id Harrington
reicised
SI 4.97
'
VII. spent Si tlYs bes.
Amount of own mimes spent
S12.502 $41

expected to crest at 32 feet today,
15 feet above flood stage.
Two thousand people —
National Guardsmen, prisoners,
members of the Army Corps of
Engineers and volunteers from as
far as Kentucky — spent much of.
Wednesday shoring up the levee
'Marcia Brandon — received
with sandbags, plastic and 5657.11.
spent $2,371.66;
$2,371.66;
plywood.
money spent
own
of
amount
"These folks just refuse to
give up," said Jessie Whitcrield, $1,596.66.
*Glenn Rogers — received
a Corps spokeswoman, "Most
spent $1,817.62; amount
$2,050;
other levees have given way or
become overtopped. It's sheer of own money spent $2,000.
'Ralph Bogard — received
willpower."
$1,148.55; spent S1,148.55;
At a disaster center opened by
amount of own money spent
the Federal Emergency ManageS1,048.55.
ment Agency, manager Cliff
*Mike Sykes — no report due.
Snedeker said, "It's going to get
Magistrate Dist. 4
worse before it gets better."
'Dan Miller — received
City officials scrambled to
$1,262.63; spent S1,262.63;
accommodate the influx of,
of. own. money -spent
.amount
--ernergeney- -workers, --volunteers
,119.22.
Si
and the newly homeless.
•Lloyd Cooper — received
$699.62; spent S699.62; amount
KENTUCKY
of own money spent $699.62.
*Danny E. Parrish — received
LOTTERY
$468.40; spent $468.40; amount
of own money spent $468.40.
*Bill Bailey — received $491;
spent $467.81;. amount of own
money spent $491.
YEN kok-Fa 21 eir6 A DAY, '5AT. 16 7kki
lirf $I' 51;714AT GUM/
'Dallas Willoughby —
received $461.29; spent $461.29;
amount of own money spent
Pick 3
$46
eK
Ee2n9aeth Greer — received
9-7-4
$115.13; spent 115.13; amount of
own money spent $115.13.
The Pick
3-9-11-29,31-43-44-45
*Paul Butterworth — no report
due.
Lotto
16-22-32-44-45-46

InterestRate
ThkelS/X Months

Intro&icing our ite% 2-I'car Certificate of Ikposit which Oyes you nvo
inwortuit advantages:
•Advantage #1- oulI haw an interest rate that'sguaranteed to
increase ('V('0 six months by simply leasing your money in the CD.
•Arhantage #2- If you decide you need your money from your
(D.‘ou can willidnns your funds at the end of any six-month
interval. Uith no penalty!
It's the 2-1ear Guaranteed Bonus Cl)from Bank of Murray.
And sou can enjoy the benefits of this fledble new service with
only a PO/ minimum deposit.
To find out mote about how you can get the most with your
money, visit any of our convenient offices...or call 7534893.
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Businessman wants to buy Bluegrass Downs
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Sarajevo gets natural gas,
but no power, running water
SARAJEVO, Bosnia Herzegovina (AP) — Natural gas
was restored to Sarajevo today, a
major breakthrough in a fourweek. utility crisis_ But most of
the city, said by one U.N: aiid
worker to be !living through
hell," remained without power or
running water.
Restoration of gas, which was
cut off by Serb forces last month,
will enable residents to cook normally for the first time in weeks.
Meanwhile, in Zagreb, Croatia,
firmed new Serb-Croat clashes in
the Dalmatian-hinterland-arid; for
the first time in months, Serb
shelling of Karlovac. some 40
miles southwest of Zagreb.
There was additional good
news for Sarajevo amid some of
the worst suffering of the nearly
16-month siege: 75 tons of diesel
fuel blocked for days by Serbs at
Sarajevo airpon reached the city.
The fed -went first to the city
'
.bakery and a key water-pumping
slitinn before arriving at Koscvo
where _doctors_ recently._
_hospital.
to'
have performed operations only
by natural light.
Serbs released the fuel after a
six-hour s.:,11 to
-Jjevo by U.N.
High Commissioner for Refugeees Sadako Ogata on
Wednesday.
Mrs. Ogata condemned the
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rums reorganization
Harold Weaser. the tr.,,k's
general manager. said he has
heard rumors that Grill in or Kay
cfs is behind Pages tiller
mer Gos Julian Carroll, the
track'. 1J.%)er, said he had heard
the same rumors
Weaver has said the Players
tasino has -siphoned 'oil helityr.
from Bluegras. Downs. But after
a disastrous May. he said the
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•Threat...
FROM PAGE 1
letters to 'university presidents
asking for contigency proposals
for 2, 4 and 6 percent cuts.
"When I started- hearing about
the additional cuts, I wanted to
-parrielpate-a-nd- hap Miirfay-Srafe—
University," Crisp said. "1 didn't
even know about the board of
regents meeting."
Wednesday's news conference
fell between the meeting Monday
of theCouncil on Higher Education and the university's board of
regents retreat this weekend in
Owensboro.
When asked about the board,
Fotsch said Kurth's leadership
and experience need to be
recognized. Kurth said afterwards-that he
wouldn't "want to say anything
about the board."
"This group of business .and
industry leaders- was willing to
stand up for Murray State University, with the decisive funding
issues we're facing," Kurth said.
Anything about sending a message to the board would be "pure
speculation," said Kurth.
Rose, who applied for the university president's job in 1990,
said he feels that, in view of the
funding troubles that higher education is facing, Kurth is the right
leader for Murray State.
"I think we're going to see it
get even tougher in the next two
or three years," Rose said. "And
I'm very .confident -with Dr.
Kurth leading the university
through the next few years. He's
put forth a tremendous effort
since he's been here."

tc,nits

I

Read the classifieds

Serb blockade of Sarajevo and
met with Bosnian President Alija
Izetbegovic on Wednesday.
Running water was restored
late Wedneglay_tri some western
neighborhoods. - %herd about 20
percent of the city's 380,(100 residents live. But restoration of
electricity and the 'rest of the
water system hinges on delicate
negotiations between the Muslimled Bosnian government and Serb
leaders.
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Press conference stirs speculation

I'm still scratching my head
over Wednesday's press conference at Murray State University.
I knew the media were in for a
strange ride when I received the
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
faxed press release Tuesday. The
release stated: -Regional busiPUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.
ness. industry and education leaders have called the press conference to express concern about the
TO THE EDITOR
current and future status of higher education funding in Kentucky. They also are expected to
publicly acknowledge the leaderDear Editor:
ship that Dr. Ronald J. Kurth has
Ms. Hancock's.article about the Murray State University Board of demonstrated during these diffiRegents, which appeared in your July Kth issue, causes me to write to
cult financial times for the
correct a misimpresSion I apparently gave. Ms. Hancock says that I
Commonwealth."
told Ms. Amy Wilson that I had been to MSU only once. I certainly
Included was a tentative list of
gave her Wrong information.
'speakers that included Sandra
I have been in Murray itself a number of times for various reasons. Jones, public relations director of
But more important, prior to my appointment to the Board of Regents.
Westvaco at Wickliffe, am!- Dr.
I had, over a period of ycars, made several_extended visits to the camJim Rudolph, vice president of
pus itself in my capacity as a member of the Board of Directors of the
Faculty Senate. Jones was a noGovernor's Scholars Program. In fact, I was on the program's original
show and Rudolph told me after
Campus-Selection Committee and had my first real introduction to the
the meeting that he never agreed
campus at that time. I was impressed enough that I recommended the
to speak..
_campus...as _a. site_for the program and _we..used _ the campus .several
Ozithc platfonn__-thare were times. During those summers in which the Scholars were on the camonly two Calloway County peopus. I visited at least once each time.
ple — Dick Fotsch, vice presiTwo weeks ago, I attended an orientation meeting for Mr. VanHorn
dent of Briggs and Stratton, and
and me. We received an extensive and intensive presentation by Dr.
Dr. Jack Rose, county school
Kurth and his senior staff and once again I walked around the campus, superintendent.
this time in company with Dr. Kurth, who pointed out recent physical
The other business and educadevelopments on campus.
tion panelists were Harry Crisp,
I write this letter because I would not want your readers to think
president, CEO and owner of
that a stranger was appointed to the Board of Regents of Murray State
Marion Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.,
University. In the information that I submitted to the nomination commission that recommends to the Governor appointments to the various
university boards, I stated specifically that I hoped for an appointment
to 1/
141S-U. That hope came from the experience, I had had in my several
prior visits to the campus.
Philip M. Lanier
2500 Brown- & Williamson Tower, Louisville 40202

LETTERs

Lanier quitefamiliar with MSU

Bruce Pope. president of Pope
Enterprises, Paducah. and Ken
Shadowen, superintendent of
Marshall County Schools.
4
Where were the Murray and
Calloway County business and
community leaders?. I'm not sure
what their absence says.
L don't intertiret it as a lack ofsupport for Murray State University as a whole. The university is
vital to our community.
The timing of the press conference also intrigued the media.
Many of the questions at the end
of the speeches centered on
- _•
Was this a message to the
board of regents, which will meet
Friday and Saturday in Owensboro? Was this a message on
Kurth's contract, which the
regents have yet to renew even
though he has already begun his
final year?
Rose was the only one who

did not Memnon any specific
plans Curd has for stemming the
red tide that is overtaking all of
Ken k)'s universities.
No (Inc spoke out about the
fact that corrections spending tor
what I call prisoner care) grew
472 percent and Medicaid benefits grew 270 percent while higher education spending grew onl)
121 percent from 1980 to 1992.
No one mentioned that the
state is facing its 12th budget cut
in 14 years.
Ultimately, the Kentucky Education Reform Act will be
deemed a failure if our students
graduate from high school and
attend a College or university in
another state.
I'm a graduate of MSU. When
I was a freshman, Dino Curris
was on his way out. 1 attended
school during the Kala Stroup
years. And now Kurth's future is
uncertain.
How much a university's
future is tied to -that of-its pirsi=
dent, I don't know? All any of us
can do is speculate.
As someone told me this week
-- it is all perception. For me,
perceptions are all I have of the
hoard of regents and Kurth right
now.
It may be all the university
has.

said he had discussed Kurth's
contract with some of the regents.
Monday's Council on Higher
Education meeting did not give
birth to the press conference.
Fotsch said serious discussions
about such a gathering began a
week and a half ago.
API. hut reporters tlo love to
specula,
Everyone on the platform
expressed concern about more
budget cuts in higher education.
Kurth said the Governor's office
has requested a 2. 4 and 6 percent
budget cut outline from each
university.
Some type of cut seems inevitable, and this group might be
able to band together to form a
lobby group in Frankfort.
A letter read by Pope from
state Rep. Freed Curd of Murray,
who, serves on the education
committee of the House of Representatives, praised Kurth but

‘140tV't ASK!
1 PAUsl'N'T ASK !
1 tH'T ASK!
'5o 1)ON'T ASK!

Flood control strategy questioned
-Dear Editor:
I have a difficult time trying to understand the TVA in relation to
their water control.
They state that their present operation is to begin reservoir drawdown from full summer pool on July 1. The drawdown is made each
year to provide,storage for flood control operations, not power
production.
They also state that because of yearly fluctuation in rainfall, the
elevation objectives will not be met ever year, so it seems that they
have considerable leeway.
Why would the TVA drop the levels of both reservoirs by two feet
in the last 10 days when there are so many problems with the disastrous flooding of the Mississippi River? I think this would only add to
the many problems and increase the millions and millions of dollars of
costs to the people and to the U.S. government.
Myrle W. Peacock
New Concord
(Editors note: In response to our request for an explanation, a
spokesman for the Tennessee Valley Authority released the following
statement:)
When flooding conditions exist on the lower Ohio and Mississippi,
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers assumes control of all dam and
reservoir operations on tributary rivers, i.e. the Tennessee and Cumberland. The timing and degree of lake-level manipulation is designed
to reduce the flood crest on the Ohio and/or Mississippi. The ongoing
operation was designed to release water from Kentucky and Barkley
ahead of the coming crest on the Mississippi. Water releases from
both reservoirs will be reduced to a minimum until the crest passes.
During the next week or So; seasonal water levels will return to near
normal on both lakes.
It should be noted that during a flood of this magnitude little can be
done to reduce the impact. But the Corps is trying to use every means
at its disposal to minimize the degree and duration of this disaster.
Anyone with questions about flood control operations on Kentucky
or Barkley Lakes should contact the Corps of Engineers office at
Grand Rivers, Ky., (502) 362-7236.

From disinterested to `rabidfan'
Dear Editor:
Consider me to be a new Murray State football fan. My 9-year-old
son and I attended the July 13 football clinic at Heath High School.
We were very impressed with coach Houston Nutt and his staff. We
also appreciated Heath head coach Rodney Bushong and his staff.
Coach Nutt gave a lot of personal attention to my son. My son may
never become a pro quarterback. but he now thinks he can. Coach
Nutt's enthusiasm and love for the game were contagious, I have lived
in western Kentucky for over six years and have been fairly disinterested in the Murray, State football program until now. Count me as a
rabid fan.
Mike Morris
P.O. Box 176, Wickliffe 42087

USS Midway reunion scheduled
Dear Editor:
We are trying to locate any former shipmates from our state of Kentucky who may have served aboard the USS Midway.
The USS Midway was -commissioned Sept. 10, 1945, and decommissioned April 11, 1992. In honor of 47 years of "Midway Magic,"
we request that you print a notice in your newspaper stating that we
have a reunion scheduled for Aug. 18-23 at Lionville, Pa., which is
outside Philadelphia.
Please ask any USS Midway personnel wanting information concerning this event or interested in joining our association to contact
me. Thank you.
Lawrence R. Costilow
USS Midway CV-41 Reunion Association
808 Windsor Court, Ashland 41101
•

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Using 1990 budget tools again
WASHINGTON (AP) — Challenged for proof that President
Clinton's deficit control plan
really will work, his budget chief
pointed to the last attempt, the
deal George Bush made and came
LO rue.

Without it, budget director
Leon Panetta said, the deficit
situation now would be a lot
worse. So this administration will
be using tools that worked in the
1990 budget agreement.
Senate and House Democrats
will have to bridge some tax and
spending disputes in negotiations
beginning Thursday. But Sen.
George Mitchell said that's not
unusual — there have are always
budget differences to be
negotiated.
And there's a budget every.
year. Neither budget bargaining
nor deficit control efforts are new
to the people trying to shape this
one, although the circumstances
are different.
This budget plan is crucial for
Clinton because it is his first, his
effort to change the U.S. economic course after 12 years of Republican administration and divided
rule. He's made it his central
issue, even gaining an endorsement in the closing communique
at the Tokyo economic summit
for his "strong actions, which
have been long overdue in the
United Slates" to curb deficit
spending.
The president and the Democrats vowed to end gridlock in
Washington: this month they
have to prove they can. It's their
show and their problem; the Clinton budget got no Republican
votes in either the House or the

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
Senate, and that party line is likely to hold against the final
compromise.
"We're on our own," said
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee, so Senate and House
Democrats are going to have to
make sure they find terms that
can gain the votes to pass on both
sides of the Capitol.
They barely made it the first
time, when each branch drafted
its own budget. After Vice President Al Gore broke a Senate tie
to pass the budget there, he said
the margins will be extremely
narrow on the final version, too.
Moynihan said on NBC there
will be an agreement on terms
that can pass Congress because to
reject this budget would amount

to closing down the presidency.
Well, not quite, but it certainly
would be a major setback for a
president earlier beset by minor
ones and would add to uncertainty about the economy.
And uncertainty already inhibits some business decisionmakers, said Laura D'Andrea Tyson,
chairwoman of the Council of
Economic Advisors.
"I think there really is ... a
waiting to see, well, will they
actually get a budget plan, will
this actually hold?" she told the
steelworkers union Monday. "If
it were not to actually hold, if we
did not get a plan — which I am
sure we will — interest rates
might go back up..."
Beyond the plan, of course,

a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspect1ye" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety dt*tiles, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letter, Mutt be signed by the writer, with the
wrilitirs address and telephone number included in case verification is
neetisary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
gs 'Mites, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

there's the question of execution.
With overall budgets, then appropriations to run the government,
up for action every year, a deal is
only as solid as its last majority.
That prompted Panetta's ironic
reminder of the budget deal Bush
made and later called his worst
mistake. To get it, he reneged on
his read-my-lips pledge against
new taxes and the reversal
plagued Bush all the way to his
losing 1992 campaign. .Deficits
went up anyhow.
Clinton wants deficits curbed
by S500 billion over five years.
lie's had problems with conservative Democrats on taxes and
with liberals on spending cuts.
Panetta, who helped negotiate.
the 1990 budget deal as a Democratic congressman, said the Clinton plan uses the some of the same deficit restraints. "They
have proven they work," he said.
The 1990 deal forbid new
spending or tax cuts unless they
were offset to avoid adding to the
deficit. It set ceilings and barred
the use of savings in one account
to spend more in another.
"The bottom line here is that
the deficit would have been 5500
billion worse had we not done the
'90 agreement," Panctta said on
CNN. "Now we're going to use
the same tools in this agreement
to get the additional S500 billion
we need for deficit reduction."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Witshington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Arts, crafts
exhibit set

cm

Everyone can enjoy an attrac
tive array of arts and crafts or
exhibit their own at the Kentucky
Lake Arts and Crafts Show July
24-25 at the Fenton Sepcial
Events Area from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. each day.
Food conessions and musical
entertainment will compliment
the festivities.
For exhibit information contact
Beta Sigma Phi, attention Sandy
Michaels, P.O. Box 1332. Miltray, Ky. 42071; 753-3366; or
Recreation Services Section,
Land Between the Lakes, 100
Van Morgan Drive, Golden Pond,
Ky. 42211-9001; 924-1215.
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Arts council hosts
storytelling event
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Awards were given July 3 for construction in blue and green.
The Pans-henry County Arts
the Murray Art Guild's annual
Honorable mentions were
Council announces a ghost
member's competition — the given to Margaret Crawford for
storytelling contest.
Red, White and Blue Show, "Crocus," and Mary Paterson for
In c.onjuction -with the arts
which opened as a part of Free- a five-part pastel called "Through
council's Sixth Annual Storytelldom Fest. —
- -the-Looking-Glass.— - in TeStiVar an-late-tie and proles The first prize went to Teresa
sional storytellers arc invited to
The show will continue
Bazzell of Kirkscy for her acrylic
wiri,S100 and to tell a ghost story
through . the month of July and
painting "The Masculine Connecat the annual festival Sept. 25 at
can be seen during regular hours,
tion." Second prize went to
the Old City Cemetery.
In addition to the exhibit, the
Cynthia Peterson for her watercoAny age professional or amalor of potted flowers at the end of painting "Peonies," by Barbara
tcur storytellers are asked to subsummer. Third prize was won by Gardner was raffled July 3. Betty
mit a 20-minute video tape telling
Emily Wolfson for a weaving Boston won the donated painting,
a ghost story to the arts council's
committee of judges no later than
Aug. IS.
The panel will select three
winners of S.100 each and they
will tell their stories at the
festival.
For those who cannot submit a
video, call the council office at
(901) 642-.3955 to set up an
audition.
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Artist Barbara Gardner (left) presents her painting "Peonies" to
raffle winner Betty Boston.

Playhouse kicks off festival
The sixth season of the West
Kentucky Playwrights Festival
kicks off at 7 p.m. July 26 at the
Playhouse in the Park.
The meeting will -include an
orientation for new playwrights
as well as ,reading of work-inprogress by one of the playwrights who has had plays featured in past festivals.
In addition, the meeting will
focus on indentifying topics for
workshops and other activities to
make sure the needs of newcomers and veteran playwrights are
met.
After the meeting, the playwrights' suppq,rt group will meet
twice a month to read and critique works-in-progress.
Other meetings of the play-
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wrights' group are slated for 7
p.m. Aug. 9 and 23; Sept. 13 and
27; Nov. 11 and 25; and Dec. 8
and 15.
Since 1989, the West Kentucky
Playwrights Festival has produced 37 plays by 22 playwrights. Some of the plays have
been published and performed
around Kentucky and elsewhere
across the country.
Others have been adapted for
different media, including television and radio.
Last year, the magazine Southern Theatre included a cover
story about the playwrights' festival, highlighting the remarkable
achievements of the project.
For additional information, call
the Playhouse at 759-1752.

MCIV1A Announces Season

1

Murray Civic Music Association, a volunteer organization dedicated to bringing performances of the highest quality at the lowest
cost to the region, announces the upcoming 1993-94 season.
Sept. 22 — The Lousiville Orchestra (8 p.m.)
Sept. 23 — Louisville Orchestra Youth Concert (12:45 p.m.)
Oct. 10 — "Brigadoon" (3 p.m)
Jan. 20 — Chanticleer Youth Concert (12:45 p.m.)
Jan. 20 — Chanticleer (8 p.m.)
March 8 — Everett & Alicia Helm McCorvoy (8 p.m.)
All performances are at Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State
University Campus. Admission is free to MSU students.

FISH - SEAFOOD • BAR-B-O - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST
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FAMILY RESTAURANT
HOMEPLACE
Hwy. 121 North • 7594864
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Chok
Toes Salad,
Choice of Potato,
Texas Toast

$4.95

Shrimp Special
U.

Can Eat

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

Tues., Wed. & Thurs.

$3.75

.1.SYANV31:18

All You

$4.50
Saturday & Sunday
County Ham
Breakfast
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CHECK IT OUT-OUR LOWEST PRICES EVER ON THESE ITEMS!
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EVERY BOOMBOXIN STOCK!

25% Off!
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CUT
48%
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CUT
20%

CUT
40%

MICRO NITA

Water-resistant sports watch

Portable AM,FM cassette

Stay in control!6-in-1 remote

This tough model is water resistant
to 300 feet Alarm Reg 7795--'

Auto-reverse cassette plus bass
boost Reg 49 9?

Preprogrammed to control up to s
AN-crwponents Reg 49 95 •

_

97"

le•••••••4444....."".."011S-•-.

J

CUT 41% III

CUT
38%

Rivals corded phone sound quality.
20-number memory Reg 109 95 • r r •

Stores your message in digital
ory Remote control Reg 59 95 r

GREAT
PRICE!
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Sleek handheld cellular
Why be tied to your car? Carry ?NS
cellular with you Reg 2999S r

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL/8115SANCORDER WITH TRIPOD!
Just arrived!New for '94
with 16:9 widescreen mode
and a 149.95 value tripOd!
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TANDY

(ii 101

Digital microcassette answerer Upright cordless convenience

Record your summer vacation
with this feature-loaded camcorder One-touch auto system
adjusts focus, color and.exposure—just point and shoot' 12x
zoom With remote and bonus tripod Hurry. offer end,

CHOOSE FROM MODELS WITH

•Dual cassettes•CD player
•High-speed synchro dubbing
•Built-in subwoofer. Equalizer
•Stereo-Wide enhanced sound

Some models cul more than 25,o Sale
some Clear
ance items Reductions taken from 1993includes
regular catalog
prices Not all items in all stores Sorry
no rain check

Rep separate gems 949 95

LOWEST PRICES EVER!HOT IBM PC-COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS FROM TANDY!
I
s' e

25MHz 486SX
• 130148 hard drive!
OM VGA color monitor!
1111

..„$40 FOr"I°

SAVE
100

Accelerated graphics with 512K video
RAM let you race through applications
Includes 2400-bps modem MS-DOS
and Windows Upgradable to 66Mtiz

Slicker graphics let you breeze
through Windows applications faster
than some 486 PCs MS Works, with
over 100 applications, is already
installed' Includes 3'7" 1 44MB floppy
drive and two-button mouse

, rasa

Includes P18 110eder•Woclis for Window, srul
super, Modem Bundle 1,11011 14.0 Great Progremt

ct

TANDY
Pi. 4,s3e per Amm
air

Fast 33MHz speed in an
affordable home PC package!

•25 1630 454,

ti

$990

Thundering 486SX power with
accelerated Windows graphics!
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90 DAYS
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33MHz 386SX
187M8 hard drive!
WA COW monitor.'

u24 404S
Reg separate demo 099 90
These two computers on sale through 731 93

SAME AS CASH!

C. oper,,..d

$3.15
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Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Irvin Cobb Neighborhood Watch meeting mill be tonight
(Thursday) at 8 p.m. at Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church.
Capt. Ricky Latimer of Murray Police Department wilr be the special
guest speaker. He will discuss the "%Vint Team on Drug Control." All
area residents are urged to attend this special meeting and program.

B‘. RAincv .Apperson

Tr▪ aditionally, August has been
vacation time. If you haven't
made the family vacation plans,
you might like to consider Callav.ay Gardens.
This delightful place is located
in 'the foothills of the Appalachians just 70 miles southwest of
Atlanta. We were there this
spring, and Callaway Gardens is
- 50&AKTCS of
3 TO11ThillatiOlt- er--2,
breath-taking gardens, a variety
of accommodations and services
and excellent sport facilities.
Accommodations range from
simple but elegant rooms at the
Callaway Gardens Inn to deluxe
Mountain Creek Villas, complete
with separate baths for each
room._ •

S•A•L•E
Summer
Merchandise

During the proper blooming
time there are 750 varieties of
Callaway's famous azaleas. There
are the magnificent floral displays at the Sibley Horticultural
Center and the experience of the
Day Butterfly Center is really
special. The holly garden and the
bike trails and the other miles of
scenic beauty provide something
ler everyone. Neu will want.toenjoy the beautiful wildflowers
there on Pine Mountain.
Callaway Gardens is a manmade landscape in a unique
natural setting, and it all was
conceived by Carson Callaway
and his wife, Virginia. Their purpose was to provide Is wholesome
family environment where all
could find beauty and relaxation
and better understand the living
world.
Call your travel agent and
make your vacation plans, or call

Balloons for
air Occasions

6

1/2

.mvior & Latex Balloons
•Custom Design Country Crafts
••Decorateve mugs& Assorted Candy
•Gift Baskets
A .New Arrivals Everyday
r 'Free Delivery
'Monthly Balloon Bouquet Speciale

753-5242

w HEARTLAND'S RP
• COUNTRY CHARM

404 South 12th • Murray
•_ (next to The Edge)
Hours:
10-6, M-Sat.

Women's Church League will start

The Women's Church Softball League will start Tuesday, July 20. at 6:30
p.m. and will continue for four weeks. The play will be at the Girls' Softball
Field. Any interested party is invited to come out to play softball and have a
--good lime. For more information call 759-9436.

Free Car Wash at Kirlcsey Saturda_y
The Mega Methodist Youth Group of Kirksey United Methodist Church will
have a free car wash on Saturday, July 17. from 1 to 3 p.m. This car wash

Day Butterfly Center at Callaway Gardens
- Preserving'Hirdiand."—
l-800-20:28-48I and -make yOur
reservations.
• • • •
Have you often thought how
you would like to measure success — try this — You can use
most any measure when you're
speaking of success. You can
measure it in a fancy home,
-expensive car or -dresS. trrthe
measure of your real success is
one you cannot spend --it's MC"
way your child describes you
when talking to a friend.
This little pearl was written by
Martin :•Baxbaum.
• • • •
Here is a new, recipe for you
August brides.

Select one not too young, but
once chosen, give your entire
thoughts to prepare him for
domestic use. Some wives keep
them in a pickle, others are constantly getting them in hot water.
This makes them sour, hard to
get along with and sometimes bittier. -Even- poor----varictics become_
sweet,-.tender and good, if garn- ish-ed.. With patience, well
sweetened with kisses. Keep
them warm with a steady fire of
domestic devotion, a mantle of
charity, and forgiveness, and
serve, with peaches and cream.
Prepared this''way, they will last
and taste good for many years.

Hospital report released
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
July 13, have been released as
follows:
Nett-Atom admission --Armstrong baby boy, parents. Brandy and Drew, 1505 Clayshire. Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Tara M. Taylor and baby girl,
15320 Linton Rd., Cadiz; Charles E.
Simons, 1618 Sunset Ln., Murray:
Edgar L. Rowland. Rt. 2, box 24.
Murray; Ms. Allie Thom, Rt. 1, Almo:
Mrs. Karen Renee Josleyn, Rt 1, Box

754. Hardin,
Timothy Allen Lewis, HCR 75 Box
167, New Concord; Ms Jacqueline K.
Abell, 103 B Walnut Ct., Benton,.
Donald Pat Cornwell, Rt. 1, Box
442. Benton: Mrs. Dorothy Lucille Baker. Rt 3, Box 271, Murray; Ralph Wilson West, P.0 Box 133, Lynnville:
Raymond Holt. Rt. 1. Box 712, Dexter, Larry H 'Colley. Rt. 1, Box 174,
Farmington; Harry E Bell, At. 1, Box
192, Puryear, Tenn.;
Miss Connie S. Birdsong, Rt. 6, Box
245. Murray: James E. Phtchett, Rt. 1,
Box 82, Dexter; Mrs. Eliza Jones, Rt.
5. Box 890, Murray.

l'etite Shop Now Open
•

will be held at the church. Donations will be accepted.

Martin's Chapel plans special day
Chapel' Uriited• MethesdisF Churel, i1l hive-a -ChUrahwiae Fund
Day on Sunday. July 18, The Rev. Richard Denton, pastor, will speak at 9
a.m. with Sunday School at 10:15 a.m. Lunch will be served at noon.
Games and fellowship will be in the afternoon.

Memorial Church plans Bible School
Memorial Baptist Church will have its annual Vacation Bible School starting Monday, July 19, and continuing through Friday, July 23. The theme will

be *Summershine." Classes for ages, 3 through Sixth Grade and adults will
be from 6 to 8:45 p.m. For more information or transportation call 753-3182.

Rose--B-all-planned -duly -24- -

The 20th annual Rose Ball, sponsored by Charles and Elsie Thurman and
Thurman School of Dance, will be Saturday, July 24. from 8 p.m. to midnight.
at Curris Center, Murray State University. Former teachers of the school
have been issued a -special invitation. A floor show will be present. Tickets
will be $14 per person. The public is invited to attend_

Unity Church plans revival
Unity-Cumberland Presbyterian Church will have revival services starting
Monday,-July 19, and continuing through Saturday. July 24. The Rev. Don
Faulkner, pastor of Liberty CP Church, will be the'evangelist for the services
at 7:30 p.m. nightly. The Rev. James Lawson, pastor, invites the public to
attend.
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TOPS 'Chapter #469 to meet tonight
TOPS Chapter KY*469 will meet tonight (Thursday) at Annex of Calloway
County Public Library. Weigh-ins will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m. with the meeting to begin at 7 p.m. All visitors are invited to attend.

Grou
AA"
pm
Sixth
753-1

Bingo Play will be held at Aurora
The Jonathan-Nurora Action Group has changed its Bingo Play to the
Wishing Well at Aurora on Highway 68. This will be on Friday from 8 to 10
p.m. until further notice. Proceeds from the Bingo play will go toward local
projects of the Action Group including landscaping in the area, tourism
promotion and help for needy- persons in the area. Play is open to the
public.

Christian Singles to hear program
Christian Singles Group will meet tonight (Thursday) at 800 North 20th
St., Murray. A special series of programs of Dr. Gary Smally's tape of - a
seminar on 'Building Loving Relationships' will be featured. These are five
tapes of each being about one hour long. All singles, whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed, are welcome to attend. For more information call Joan, 759-1345. or Richard, 759-9994.

Singles (SOS) will sponsor dance

Antiques
!Hiruy. 45, South Iu1ton,.‘,Tenn.
Open Morufay-Saturiay 10-6

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will sponsor a dance on Saturday,
July 17, from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray State University.
Members should bring a snack to share. All singles interested in meeting
new people, learning new dances .and,having a good time are WqicOrne and
encouraged to attend. SOS is a nonprofit support and social group for single
adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224,

Single Too plans activities

TEMPTATIIINS, INC.

Single Too will have activities on Friday. Saturday and Monday, July 16,
17, and 19. The group will meet at 7:30 p.m. Fridayio attend the production
at Playhouse in the Park. On Saturday the group will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
JCPenney parking lot to 90 to Roger Lisanby's house at Eddyville for a day
of picnicking, boating, swimming, etc. The regular meeting will be Monday at
7 p.m. at Louie's Steak House with John Dale as the special speaker. This
is for all singles, whether always single, divorced, separated or widowed.
For more information call Wynnona, 753-7845, or Jo, 1-527-9177.

Restaurant & Catering
FRIDAY
• Bar-B-Q Baby -Back Ribs
• Fettuccine Alfredo w/Shrimp
• Cassar's Marinated Filet Mignon
• Marinated Grilled Chicken Kabobs
Entrees served with Rice or Baked Potato, House Salad & Vegetables.
Toe.-Frl. 11-2
Fri. Nit. 6-9 Sun. 11-1

102 South ea Murray
753-51M

NEW FACILITY!!
OPENING AUGUST 1993

SCHOLARSHIP WINNER — Krisiy Riggerstaff, center, a 1993
graduate of Murray State University, as named as recipient of
the Ruth E. Cole Honorary Nursing Scholarship at MSU for
1991-92 and 1992-93. From Enfield, Ill., she served as president
of MSU Kentucky Association of Nursing Students 1992-93.
named as Outstanding Senior Member of Delta Epsilon Chapter
of Sigma Theta Tau International. Pictured at left is Dr. Marcia
Hobbs, Chair, Department of Nursing at MSU, and at right is Dr.
Ruth E. Cole, Prf. and Chairman Emeritus of Nursing Department, MSU.
1401114

(adding 1 additional grade per year)
* * * * * * * * * *
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MURRAY CHRISTIAN
ACADEMY
Academic Excellence in a Christian Environment
• Now accepting applications for Student Enrollment •

For Additional Information,Please Call
759-4127 or 759-1255

Cal

Great for Grill or Smoker

Higher Praise Worship Center will have preregistration for Vacation Bible
School on Saturday, July 17, from 1 to 3 p.m. in the foyer of the church,
located on Industrial Road at Railroad Crossing. Classes for children, ages
3 to 12, wiH be held from 7 to 9 p.m. starting Monday, Aug. 2, and continuing through Friday, Aug. 6. All children who preregister will receive a free
gift. For more information call Mike and Karen Eldridge at 759-9410.

Mt. Zion Cemetery homecoming Saturday
July 17,

The annual homecoming at AM. Zion Cemetery will be Saturday.
starting about 8:30 a.m. The cemetery is located on Will Doores Road near
Backusburg. All interested persons are invited. Persons unable to attend
may send their donations for the upkeep of the cemetery to Newell.Doores,
Rt. 1, Box 58, Kirksey, Ky.

Carter reunion planned July 24

A reunion of the Elidge and Ada Carter family will be Saturday. July 24. at
Farmington Community building. A potluck lunch will be served at 1 p.m. All
relatives and friends are invited to attend.

753-MEAT

Oaks Golf Tourney has openings

9c

9
Pork Loin Roast 3.49
London Broil
3.19
Rump Roast
2.69
Jumbo Shrimp 9.99
Kabobs
3.99
Beef Spare Ribs

Higher Praise plans school

Descendants of John and Pocahontus Barnett will have a rtiunion on
Saturday, July 17, at the Hazel Community Center. A potluck meal will be
served. The reunion will be from 10 a.m. to 4 pin.

e•
Dixieland
Center

A gospel singing will Si Sunday, July 11, from 2 to 4
lawn of the hotel at Kenlake State Park Resort. The group to be featured will
be Forgiven. The event is .free- and open to the public.

Barnett reunion on Saturday

firo

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH
100 S. 15th Street at Main
Murray, KY
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Gospel singing at Kenlake Sunday
p.m. on the front

Kindergarten thru Grade 4
* *

ty 1
A
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There are still some spots available in the Men's Invitational Golf Tournament at Oaks Country Club on Saturday and Sunday, July 17 and 18. For
details call Jim White at 753-6454.
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Quilt Lovers will meet on July 20
Murray Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, July 20, at 6 p.m. in the meeting

room of Calloway County Public Library. The program will be on 'Machine
Quitting with the Home Dewing Machine' presented by Cheryl Slaughter.

USDA Choice

This is a program postponed from an earlier date. For more information contact Peggy Smith at 753-4769.

Ken-Ten Iris Association plans sale
Saturday, July

USDA Choice

The Ken-Ten Iris Association will have a rhizome sale on
17, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the E.W. James parking lot on Highway 22 at
Dresden, Tenn. A selection of named variety iris will be on sale. For more
information call 1-901-364-5557.

16-20 Ct

Chicken, Beet or Pork

)1'
lb

We have Genuine Columbo Br,ind Sour Dough
Brz.ad & Rolls from San Francisco
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat. q a.m.-5 p m

"Quality And Service Are #1"
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,
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off'Areadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

759-1752

.The Star
Spangled Girl
July 16 and 17 at 8 p.m.
July 22, y and 24
at 8 p.m.
Sunday, July 18 and 25
at.2 p.m.

0

•

• . ,„.
•

Wedding on Saturday
Plans for the weddsai of Reset
Thweatt and Mickey Garrison
have been conipieled.
The vows will be Saturday.
July 17, at 7 p.m. at the University Church of Christ.
A reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.

)K
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AlI EN I ION HAIRDRESSERS.
DO YOU NEED MORE MONEY?

All relatives and fnends an
invited to attend
The bride-ekci is the daughter
of Larry Thweatt 14 Murray and
Diane Thweatt of Rt 7. Murray
The groom -elect is the son of
Mt. and Mrs Paul Garrison of
Murray

Try

A Booth Rental At The Beauty Box

$60 For

A :1 Day Minimum (or $80 hi Wrrk

The Beauty Box
Dtitleland Center On Chestnut $t. 753-7132
Call Sharon 'Cebu) at 435 4229 or Faye Ihin
.17-1 2.104
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Thursday, July IS

Friday, July Is

Murray•Calloway Comity Camera
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
Library
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1385.
AA and Al•Anost closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton
Murray Kiwanis (7Iub/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Twin Lakes Antique Car (71ub/7
p.m./Country Kitchen, Draffenville.
Murray Women of the Moose/8 p rn.
with offrcers/7 p.m.
.PesL 4291 et_
,Saliesis
VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
Singles Friendship of Paris, Tenn./7:30
p.m/Farm Bureau Building, Paris. Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
Calloway County - Site-Based Council
meeting/4 p.m.
Christian Singlesr/ p.m./at 800 North
2001 St., Murray. Info/loan, 759-1345, or
Richard. 759-9994.
TOPS 0469/Annex of Calloway County
Public Library/6 p.m.
Line Daire1egf7--10.
Park Hotel.
Friday,. Jaly, lb
"The Star Spangled Girl"/8
p.m./Playhouse in the Park. Info/
759-1752.
Stroke Support Group/2 p.m/private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Info/762-1100.
Hazel. Center/open 10 a.m.-2 .p.m./for
senior citizens activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Bingo Play for Jonathan-Aurora' Action
Groupf1 p.m./Wishing Well. AA -and Al-Anon/open to newcomers/8
p.m./American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. Info/
753-8136 or 435-4314.

Gaines for members only/I1 p.m/Murray
Moose Lodge.
Maim Street Yoe* Ceeter/205 Noah
Fourth St./open 6-11 pm. Info/
753-TEEN.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8.30 a.m.-4.15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m -4:30 p.m
Land Between Use Lakes events include
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Food Preservation depending on garden
yields/Homeplace; Planetarium Show/11
a.m. I. 2 and 3 p.m./Visitor Center; Deer
Up Close/10 a.m.,. Snake sand Turtles/1
p.111.. —Paths -1.10 Cl6ie/2 07tif.';`'Red
Wolves/3 p.m./Nature Center.
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Summer Gift Ideas...

BIBLE DRILL WINNER —
Joy Nolcox, daughter of Karen
Nolcox and Tim Nolcox of Murray, was recently a winner in
the State Children's Bible Drill.
She represented the Blood River Baptist Association in the
state competition after winning
in her home church, Locust
Grove Baptist, and at the associational level.

Laken Leighann
Thompson born
here on July 7
Mr. and Mrs. Monty Thompson
of Rt. 1, Dexter, are the parents
of a daughter, Laken Lcighann
Thompson, born on Wednesday,
July 7, at 6:53 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds four ounces and measured
19A inches. The mother is the
former Casondra Canup.
Grandparents are Butch and
Linda Thompson, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Vickie and James J. Key, Rt. 1,
Murray, and Tom Canup, Rt. 1,
Dexter. Great-grandparents are
Euple and Bobby Joe Lee, Rt. 1,
Almo, Ronald Thompson, Louisville, Bonnie and Joe Nelson,
Almo, and Barb and John Canup,
Rt. 1, Murray.

• Painted Flower Pots
• Watermelon Vases and Pocpse Frames

James and Clara Bramley
ovje,ma.thed 4031 yegr.s
James and Clara Bramley of Murray celebrated their 48th wedding
anniversary on Monday. J-uly 12.
A special dinner was held at ShonCy-s.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnley were married July 12, 1945, at Corinth,
Miss.
Mrs. Bramley retired alter 19 years with the Expanded Food and
Nutrition Education Program through the University 01 Kentucky.
Mr. Brantley retired in 19IsS after seven years employment at Murray S1310- Lrukersu.);__Priur_u.k.that _tune. hchaLbecn.cutp1oyc4
_
years with the Murray Division of Tappan Co.
Their seven children are Clarence Bramley and wife, Karen, Rocky
River, Ohio: Charles Bramley, Antioch:. Tenn.: Doris Saunders and
Jimmy Bramley, Murray. Rebeccah Bramley, Chicago, 111.: Joyce Beasley and husband, Jerome, Elliabethtown: and, Harrel Brantley and
wife, Karen, Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. Bramley have 20 grandchildren.

LIBRARY NEWS
by Ben Graves, Calloway County Public Library

Sarah Grace
Ham bit is born

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

to your taste? Shucks. Well then,
try Sandra Brown's The Silken
Web. It's a lot easier to- ritrke ftm at romance novels than it is to
write a good one. :Sandra Brawn
writes some of the best. In Silken
Web 4 young woman flees a
loveless but passionate relationship. She finds a both emotional
and professional satisfaction in
San Francisco. And now she has
to decide between love and a passion that still burns like a torch.
Definitely a two-hankie book and
LARGE PRINT too!
• • • •
Somewhere between Mickey
Spillane's mystery-thrillers and
Sandra Brown's romantic decision novels is the Middle ground
of romantic mystery.
Anne McCaffrey's The Kilternan Legacy is a first-rate example. Irene is left a house in Ireland by her great-aunt. She picks
up her twin children and is off to
Ireland to see it for herself. It
turns out that there's a murder to
solve and a handsome Irishman
to fall in love with. Add meddling old aunts and an obnoxious
former husband and you have the
makings for a fair donneybrook.
Don't worry though, all the crows
fly home to roost at the end. It's
first rate summer reading.

Livesay Historical
Society will meet
at Inn at Lexington
Members of the Livesay Historical Society will hold their
37th annual meeting in Lexington
July 29 to 31.
Stories of the family's participation in the westward movement
of settlers will abound in this historic setting.
Immigrant members of the
Livesay family, whose roots were
int he British Isles, were early
arrivals in the Colonies.
'The meeting will be at Continental Inn, Lexington. For more
information contact James J.
Livesay, 1-601-372-2199.

Merchandise
In Progress Now at...

Suzie

*al:ye

(Murray Store Only)

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn R Ph

109 S 4th St 'Downtown Murray

University Plaza • 753-7657

753-1462

Holiday Inn Restaurant
Seafood Buffet

6.95.per

person

Deviled Crab, Boiled Shrimp, Fried Shrimp,
Catfish, Hushpuppies, Corn-On•The Cob,
Cole Slaw, White Beans, Rolls, Dessert and Salad Bar Included.

Brin: This Ad In For A Free Drink
•

Open 6 a.m.-2 p.m. $ 5 p.m.-10 p.m.
(Sun. Open till 9 p.m.)

Hwy. 641 South • Murray • 753-5986
-
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SUMMERSHINE
Vacation Bible School
July 19th - 23rd
6:00-8:45 p.m.
3 yrs. through 6th Grade
and Adults
Transportation

Available

753-3182
We're letting the
"Son" shine in at

Memorial
Baptist
Church
10th & Main St. • Murray

Eureka Bravo'
SureVale Upright

FACTORY

"High Power, Low Price"

AUTHORIZED

Convenient On-Board
Cleaning
Attachments

Eureka Upright The Boss Plus
W Cleamrq At/3cSrnents

kot•/Wes
(Ws
F ICIags

6.0 Amp Motor

On All Summer

25

• Bridal Registry Availaboi,

1/2 PRICE

Ladies' Dress
& Casual Shoes

.m.

• Decorative watering Cars
• Painted Fish
Cat Banks

• Sunflower Candleholders

Christmas is coming. 1 know
this is so because we've gotten
oiir first- new Christmas book -of
the year. (I know it seems like
it's rushing the season, but some
of us are slow to get started and
we need all the lead time we can
get.)
• • • •
Christmas with Southern Living is just filled with recipes and
ideas for the holiday's. These
range from the dead easy to the
fairly complex. Mo.:.t of these
ideas are really pretty nice. Try
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lynn Elkins
it, 1 think you'll like it.
of Rt. 7, Box 141, Mayfield, arc
• • • •
the parents of a daughter, RebeYou might also try Origami by
kah Nicole Elkins, born on FriLinda Barker. We've had several
day, June 11, at 9:34 a.m. at
requests for books on origami
Murry-Calloway County
(the art of paper folding) and we
Hospital.
finAlly found a good one. The
The baby weighed eight
instructions are clear and the
pounds five ounces and measured
photographs show EXACTLY
21 inches. The mother is the forwhat is to be done. Some of the
mer Melissa Kay Holden. They
designs are familiar arid some
have two sons, Steven Ray, 5, aren't. I was particularly impressand Brandon Chase, deceased.
ed by the "Star Shaped Box" on
Grandparents are Steven and
page 40. If ,you did this in a nice
LaDonna Holden of Wingo and
wrapping paper and filled it with
Harold and Veronica Elkins of candy, it would make a delightful
Lynn Grove. Great-grandparents holiday decoration.
are Mildred HOlden of Wingo,
• • • .•
Clyde and Rozanne Carter of
While . we're talking about
Belleview, Fla., A.D. Elkins of folding things, we've gotten
Lynn Grove, Henry and Ruth another of Linda Barker's hooks,
Griffith of Melber, and Jimmy
Napkin Folaing. I have to admit
and Jean Williams of Hillsboro,
that a beautifully arranged napkin
Mo.
can really add elegance to a meal.
The holidays arc coming, get this
book and get in practice.
• • • •
So much for delicacy and good
taste. The next book on the cart is
Mickey Spillane's The Deep.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hamby
the big time racketeer got
Bennet,
of Rt. 7, Box 402, Murray, are
bumped off answering his door.
the parents of a daughter, Sarah
Now his old friend "Deep" is
Grace Hamby, born on Wednesback
to pick up the pieces of
day, June 30, at 9:05 p.m. at
Bennet's business. The only
Murray-Calloway County
problem is that Bennet's will
Hospital.
leaves everything to Deep only
The baby weighed six pounds
after he finds out who killed Ben13 ounces and measured 19Y.
nett. And the guy who rubbed out
inches. The mother is the former
Bennet is out to get Deep. It is
Kimberly Futrell.
filled with tough-guy dialogue,
Grandparents are Sarah and
hoods, rods and bimbos. ICs
Macon Clapp of Rt. 4, Mayfield,
and it's LARGE PRINT!
GREAT
Roy and Shirley Futrell of Rt. 2,
• • • •
Wingo, and Junior and Judy
Hoods, rods and bimbos aren't
Hamby of Cadiz.
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lachine
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an con-
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.1 22 at

A Good Reason To Shop Downtown

Rebekah Nicole
Elkins is born

20th
a of'a
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single,
forma-

urday,
ersdy.
eeting
le and
single
forma-

WINS HONORS — Bradie
Merrell, son of Jimmy and
Tammy Merrell of Rt. 2, Murray, won the title of king of Mr.
and Miss Freedom Fest Pageant
held at Calloway County High
School on June 26. He also %on
prettiest eyes and most photogenic in his age group. He
received a sceptor, banner, trophies and a gift package.
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• 96" Reach With Convenient
Cleaning Attachments
• 3-Position Carpet Height
Adjustment
•Triple Filter Bag System
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Power Teams
Starting at 119.99

Murray Appliance & TV
"Your General Electric, Jenn Air & RCA Dealer"

212 E. Main St.

753-1586
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SPORTS
-47Ex-Racer coach Mahoney
-- Texas-bound with new job
By STEVE PARKER
Sway Lodger I Those Sports Editor

Ledger & Times file photo

six long seasons in Murray, former Racer football coach
Mike Mahoney is on his way to Spring High School in Texas.
After

Rain-soaked
first round
finds Norman in early lead

That blue chevy pickup is still
roaming around Murray. but it
hasn't turned into Roy Stewart
Stadium in seven months.
Chances are. Mike Mahoney was
going to a local stable to see his
horse.
"It was tough this spring without football," Mahoney said
Wednesday afternoon. "That
horse saved my life, or at least
my sanity. Seven months is a
long time to look for a, job."
And, after seven months, the
next time you see that pickup,
it'll probably be heading for
Texas.
Mahoney, who was fired as the
head football coach at Murray
State in November after six frustrating years, will leave within a
week to begin his career anew as
an assistant football coach at
Spring High School in Spring,
Texas.

"I've been trying since late
February to get into Texas and
it's taken a long time," said
Mahoney, who will also supervise the school's extended campus. "I guess I was a little naive
about it.
"I wanted to go some place
where football is important."
At Spring, Mahoney will work
with the defensive line under
head coach Sonny Karos. Spring,
located 20 miles north of Houston, finished 7-3 last year and
made the Texas State Football
Playoffs in Class SA, the state's
largest classification.

Though it's a long ,way from
Division I-AA head coach to high
school assistant, Mahoney is
going to a school with 2,700 students, 258 football players and 27
assistants.
"It will be like being on vacation," he said by phone from his
Murray home. "I'll only be worrying about a couple of defensive •TURN TO PAGE 9

STEVE
PARKER
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By BOB GREEN
4
11 1117

SANDWICH, England — Greg
Norman and one of his old-time
tormentors emerged from showers and mist and drizzle with a
share of the early first round lead
today in the British Open.
Norman, who came back from
a double bogey on the first hole
with a late string of five consecutive birdies and a 31 on the back
nine, shared the top spot with
Mark Calcavecchia ,and Peter
Senior at 4-under-par 66. _
"It's a matter of getting in the
zone, getting the ,feel. Once you
get the feel, you just go," -Norman said of the birdie streak from
the 13th_ through 17th holes at
soggy old Royal St. George's.
"I feel I'm back. I feel I'm
ready to win another major,"
said, Norman, the 1986 British
Open winner who lost the title to
Calcavecchia in a playoff in
1989.
While Norman made the most
spectacular move, it was only one
of many on the course robbed of
its natural defenses ,by rain. that
softened and eased its hard, fast
fairways and greens.
Mark McNulty of Zimbabwe,
Greg Turner of, New Zealand,
Howard Clark and Gary Evans of
England and former Masters
champion Larry Mize, who beat
Norman in a playoff to win that
Masters, were a stroke back at
67.
The two men deemed most
likely to succeed in the 122nd
Open, Nick Faldo and Nick Price,
were very much in the hunt.
Price, the PGA champion, was
in a group at 68 that included
Americans Scott Simpson, Corey
Pavin, John Huston and Duffy
Waldorf, English amateur lain
Pyman and Jesper Parnevik of
Sweden, the upset winner of last
week's Scottish Open.
Faldo, the defending champion
and three-time winner of this
• TURN TO PAGE 9

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer

ST. LOUIS — The St. Louis
Cardinals are getting some rest
when they need it most.
No, not because they straggled
into the All-Star break having
lost two of three to the expansion
Colorado' Rockies and having
squandered a golden opportunity
to inch closer to NL East-leading
Philadelphia.
Because they're just plain
worn down and running a little
short of able bodies.
"We're hurting a little bit,"
manager Joe Torre said. "You've
got Mike Perez out, you've got
Les Lancaster out, you've got
Mark Whiten limping all over the
place. We didn't need this psy-

,
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Quality Work at a fair price.
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FARM
BUREAU
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ri)
pm.

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

riot

*Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

753,4703
!lob
Cornelison

Bob Tewksbury is 9-7,Aand has
reclaimed his role as staff ace,
winning five of his last six decisions. He never lost his control,
entering the break with a streak
of 34 consecutive innings without
a walk.
Joe Magrane, having successfully rebounded from elbow
surgery, and Donovan Osborne,
in his second full season, are
each only a victory behind.
The Cardinals expect 27-yearold rookie Rene Arocha, who's
6-3, to come out of his recept
slump. Another rookie, Allen
Watson, was impressive in his
major-league debut, and that's
not counting Rhea] Cormier, biding his time in the bullpen.
Although closer Lee Smith has
had his down moments and has
surrendered eight home runs in
35 1-3 innings, he still leads the
major leagues with 30 saves.
Torre's not -surprised.
"I felt in spring training we
had a better club than we had last
year," he said. "I felt our pitching was better, we were better
equipped out of the bullpen, and I
think we're starting to show that
now."

TSU's Rogers
leads U.S. win;
UK's Ford out
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) —
Carlos Rogers of Tennessee
State scored 20 points as the
United States beat Croatia
106-65 in the World University
Games to advance to the
basketball semifinals with a 3-0
mark in the qualifying round
and 5-0 overall, record. The
United States will play China
and Canada faces Italy in Friday night's semifinals.
Kentucky point guard Travis
Ford did not see action after
hurting his right knee against
Italy. An MRI taken Wednesday was negative and doctors
said his status is day-to-day.
Ford, who was splitting pointguard duties with Damon Stoudamire, averaged 5.3 points and
4.7 assists in the first four
games.

But, on that night we were
able to rally from an early
deficit against one of their top
pitchers.
The tall blonde-haired right,
hander was a harckhrower, but
had trouble keeping the ball
down or in the strike zone,
While every member of the
Rebels seemed to be connecting or walking against the
Stars' ace, Walls was in the
dugout hurling biting remarks
at the pitcher.
"Bucky" seemed to be
Walls' nickname for the frustrated hurler, who it should be
noted, had two rather large
teeth hanging over his bottom
lip. Consider, also, that we're
talking about 14-ycar-olds.
With the help of Walls'.
tongue, the Rebels went on to
win that game against "Bucky"
and his Stars.
Though disturbed by the
harrassmcnt, "Bucky" has
since shaken the effects of
Walls' torment.
In fact, one could say he's
flourished.
"Bucky", known professionally as Scott Cooper of the
Boston Red Sox,'backed up
Wade Boggs for the American
League in Tuesday night's AllStar game. Despite the fact
that he whiffed in his only
plate appearance, it's safe to
say the. "Bucky" days are
behind him. •
• • • •
Few St. Louis baseball players have been as disliked as
Dave Silvestri.
Silvestri wasn't a Cardinal,
though he thought he was as
good as any player Whitey
Herzog ever had. Silvestri was
a local baseball player that I
happene& to grow up playing
against. No one in St. Louis
County was .as hated as the
big-mouthed shortstop from
Crew Ceour, Mo.
By stroke of luck, Silvestri
grew several inches between
his freshman and sophomore
seasons and started at shortstop for Parkway Central High
School's varsity baseball team.
What's the punchline? we
wondered.
He had improved dramatically as a player, but still was
as arrogant as they come. We
(every person that ever saw
him play) didn't want to admit
that he was good, but when
pro scouts lined up behind the
plate with stopwatches, we
soon admitted he might be
good.

•TURN TO PAGE 9
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chologically, WC needed it
physically."
—Perez, the team's top setup
man, is on the disabled list until
July 21 with a shoulder injury.
—Lancaster, a middle reliever,
has an injured right elbow that
will require surgery.
—Whiten has made one start in
the last PA weeks. First, he was
bothered by a hamstring pull.
Then he left a game last Friday
with a bruised .left heel.
Torre forget to mention second
baseman Geronimo Pena, who
broke his left foot earlier this
month.
But for one thing, he's not
interested in excuses. For
another, the Cardinals are 15
games above .500 and only five
games out of first place, and
that's a vast improvement over
just a few weeks ago.
"We have some people that
are beat up, but we're still in
pretty good shape," Torre said.
"We played the first half very
well."
"We're in striking distance."
All-Star first baseman Gregg Jefferies said. "We'll be all right."
The Cardinals' pitching has
been better than just all right.

Former Murray State pitcher
Kirk Rueter will try and
improve upon an impressive
debut Friday night at Los
Angeles when he makes his
second career start for the
Montreal Expos.
Rueter, a 22-year-old lefthander and Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Year in
1991, won his first-ever major
league start on Wednesday,
July 7 when he shut out the
San Francisco Giants 3-0.
Rueter, a native of Hoyleton,
III., allowed just two hits over
8 1-3 innings.
Friday's Montreal-Los
Angeles game can be seen locally on ESPN at 9:30 p.m.

Sports Editor

—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows

A++ ‘mpf

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo
WOCk during pass rush drills Wednesday at
Stewart Stadium. Wednesday was the third Of

Cards dig in for second half

M GUTTERS
M

V

Rueter takes
i mound in L.A.
' for 2nd start

Murray's Jon Bell, right, tries to fight through a
Houston Nutt's Murray State Football Clinic at Roy
four one-day clinics in Kentucky and Tennessee.

grow into
new jobs

linemen and not worrying about
recruiting, the budget and the
television show and the radio
Though I haven't seen or
show."
heard from him in some years,
Compiling a 23-39-1 record
I have to believe Dave Walls
after taking over the Racer progfeels rather foolish these days.
ram from Frank Beamer in 1987,
Walls, for those of you that
Mahoney was let go last season
didn't follow St. Louis County
with one year remaining on his
(youth) baseball during the
contract. *Under agreement with
early 1980s, was a member of
the university, his contract ended
the Ballwin Rebels. I was also
a few weeks ago.
a member of that team, but far
In addition to his won-loss
less vocal than Walls.
record, cuts in the state budget
One year, the Rebels hapthat hit the Murray campus and
pened to be playing_ perhaps,
the football program, were
the most talented team in St.
detractors in Mahoncy's tenure.
Louis for our age group — the
"I checked and they don't have—
Hazelwood Stars '— in the
deans - or a faculty senate (at
semifinals of a Jtily tournaSpring)," Mahoney sarcastically
ment. Though we were one of
remarked.
the top teams in the metro
Though the last three seasons
area, we still had our work cut
have been tough (7-26), it won't
. out for us against the large,
be as easy for the Uxbridge,
athletic young men from thc
Mass, native to ride out of town
North.
as people think.

'WHAT A RUSH'

AP Sports Writer

Old foes

Bo
in
dc

'CALL
753-7020

D & W Auto Glass Sho
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

* * * * * * * *** *** * **** * *

111111111111
Grand Classic Tires
Mile
Treachvear Protection Warranty

FREE MOUNT
ND
COMPUTER BALANCE

As Low As

$5995

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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LOCAL BASEBALL

III Ex-Racer coach...

MURRAY ALL-STARS

FROM PAGE 8

Murray's 9-year-old all-stars fell 7-5 to Benton in last night's game in the
Benton Tournament. Benton scored all seven of its runs in the second
inning. For Murray, Mark Chamberlain led the offensive attack, collecting a
double and single. Mitchell Smith and Blake Warren each singled. Tonight.
Murray meets Mayfield at the Benton City Park.

Braves closing in on McGriff
ATLANTA (AP) — The Atlanta Braves are reportedly close to
completing a deal with the San Diego Padres for first baseman Fred
McGriff.
The San Diego_Union Tribune reported today that McGriff was
expected to be traded to the Braves either today or Friday and the
Atlanta Journal-Constitution said the Braves were the leading candidate to acquire McGriff.
The Union Tribune said McGriff was expected to be sent to the
Braves, who trail first-place San Francisco by nine games in the
NL West, for a package of prospects that might include outfielders
Melvin Nieves or Mike Kelly and first baseman Ryan Klesko.
McGriff, who has averaged 34 homers the past five years and is
currently hiuing .275 with 18 homers and 46 RBIs, is under contract through 1994 with a team option for 1995. He's making $4.25
million this season and will earn $4.5 million next year and $4 Million in 1995 if,the- option js picked eV.'

•Rain-soaked...
FROM PAGE 8

sandhills overlooking Pegwell
Bay on England's east coast and
generally considered the most
diffiü1toñ the BritiSti Open-iotation — only one of the 11 British
_Open winners on this links man-,
aged to break par for 72 holes —
also was made more docile by the
absence of the customary strong
winds.
"It's playing about as easy as
it can rigttt now,- Miie said.

title, was in a group another
stroke back at 69, along with
Paul Azinger, who double
bogeyed No, 15.
Unable to break par on the
softened-up course were Payne
Stewart, Tom Watson and John
Daly, each of whom shot 71. Ian
Woosnam and Tom Kite were at
72.
The course, winding through

•Oldfoes...
FROM PAGE 8.
We were further - convinced
when he earned a scholarship to
• play baseball at the University of
Missouri. OK, maybe he can
play.
Silvestri made an even stronger
case for himself when he made
the U.S. Olympic team in 1988.
(Though we didn't like it when
Brent Musburger invited him into
the studio to discuss his heroics
after a U.S. victory.)
The final straw fell in 1989
when he was drafted by the
Houston Astros. Later, the
talented mouth was traded to the
New York Yankees. Congratulations Gotham.
• • • •
What brought on this nostalgic
look back by a catcher turned
sports editor? Little League
baseball.
On Tuesday, I happened upon
the Little League field at the city
park where a baseball game was
being played. The two teams
were sprinkled with players in
different uniforms. Two all-star
teams, I thought.
No. I later learned from a
mother that this was what was
left when the Little League
coaches chewed up the league's
rosters and spit out two all-star
teams.
- "We wanted to let some of the
kids that didn't make the all-star
teams get some experience and
play different positions," one of
the coaches/umpires explained
between innings. "It's just for
fun."
The "extended season" was a
great idea. Sure, some of them
will get better, but some won't.
That's when I thought about
Cooper ,and Silvestri.
Truth be told, Cooper and
Silvestri, who played on the same
team for a few years, were average players as youngsters.
Each had some talent, but not
"that guy will be playing for
money someday" talent.
But a funny thing happened on
the way to ordinary American
employment.
Each player spent hours in the
batting cages. Probably both
lifted weights. But more than
anything, they matured.
A few inches here and few
pounds there and all of a sudden
Cooper is proclaimed as the heir
apparent to Wade Boggs and
Silvestri is a utility infielder in
the Bronx.
Walls who had a batting cage
in his backyard) and I worked

& A AUTO
RENTAI,
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
'Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

just as hard as the two major leaguers., -but they flew by us with
slick gloves and powerful bats as
time wore on.
The point is, often an athlete's
future is in the simple hands of
destiny. For every Cooper and
Silvestri in the St. Louis baseball
associations, there were 101 kids
that worked just as hard. Yet,
these two unexpected phenoms
'were able to combine natural
growth and work ethic to reach
their goals.
That type of evolution is not
limited to St. Louis. Players in
Murray will be able to recall the
same story in 10-12 years.
So now,"Bucky" makes a living in places like Fcnway Park,
SkyDome and Camden Yards and
the arrogant Silvestri is telling
Yankee owner George Steinbrenner, "Play me or trade me."
For those interested, Walls is
now a part-time officer in the
Ballwin Police Department. A
talented player as a teenager.
Walls found drugs and alcohol
more pleasurable than his batting
Cage'. Yet, we both got what we
wanted as youngsters when we
asked our parents to drag us all
over St. Louis to play 40 baseball
games a summer: enjoyment,
competition and friendships..
Funny, 1 suspect that's all
Cooper and Silvestri wanted, and
expected, when they signed up.

"I have mixcd emotions about
leaving Murray," the coach said.
"I've been here (off and on) for
12 years. I've spent more time
here than anywhere else other
than Uxbridge. .,
"The best things and the worst
things in my life have happened
here; the birth of my sons,
becoming a head coach, the
divorce, the death of my father
and then being fired."
Mahoney's sons, Michael Patrick and Benjamin Conor, live
with their mother in Dyersburg,
Tenn. Being 12 hours away from
them was the main concern in
taking the Spring job.
"It's been tearing me up for the
longest time, not seeing them
every other weekend," said
Mahoney. "It's something I've
got to work out."
Mahoney's coaching goals
have chariAted in the last ssv.
'months. Long ago, the folmer
William & Mary and Kansas
assistant wanted to be a head
coach'in the college ranks. Now,
a head coaching position at a 5A
school in Texas is his aim.
"I don't know if I'd go back to
college," said Mahoney. "I'm a
little turned off about the situation in college football. It's • not
headed in the right direction, the
•presidents are trying to get a

$ $ SAVE MONEY $

handle on it and they're teanng it
apart."
Spending 12 of his 19 years in
coach at MSU. Mahoney has
built many relationships. While
he will keep in touch, he can't
say whether he'll be back in
Murray.
-"That's a tough question to
answer," he admitted. "It would
be wrong to speculate. Who
knows, in a kw years j may miss
this place - so much 1 have to
.come hack.
"Then again. I may he as happy as a dam in Houston."
While coaching at William &
Mary and Kansas alter his oneyear stint at MSLI in 1979, Mahoney kept up with the Racers hy
calling the press box for game
updates. He doubts he'll he so
persistent this time around.'
"1 hope they do well tor their
sake, I really do," Mahoney said
of the Racers, now being led to
(kg yc
wait. itototo_ ,uu.
"I'm So emotionally 'attached to
the kids and
place.
"But I don't think that will he
my main C011CC111 in earl!,
September."
Mahoney took over the Racer
program alter Reamer guided it
to an. Ohio Valley Conference
championship in I486. l'nder
Mahoney, the 7kacer. went 6-S,
4-6, 6-4- I. 2 Q. ;-X and 2-9 last
season.

Why . Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service on your
home when we can offer you a quarterly service for $25.00
every three mobths fully guaranteed???
We also otter
.FREE Termite Inspections
-Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
•Moisture Barriers
'Automatic Temp-Vents installed
CALL TODAY AND SAYEll

SER ALL

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
-Phone 753-6433

Manager - John Notching

Good service.
Arood(-mei-age.
- good price-

That's State Farm .
insurance.

You Since 1963"
You've Tried

Them All Call SERVALL

When

.7

,We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

SPORTS
PHYSICALS
•

For Murray and Calloway- County
School Athletes
Provided By The. Murray Independent And Calloway
County School Systems In Cooperation With The
Doctors Of. The Callowy County Medical Society
Who Are Donating Their Services.

July 17July 24-

Got' & i*Iskerr

Soccer Golf & Basketball

• ttror,

A Orhe4Figh Schoc
Mules

Cheerleaders

A

All Female Middle Schooi

:

L,01!ti.41:;te

Uttces

All Other tigh School Females &

e.

Mae t."
.."Js "

tx:g.

•

- LOCATION FOR ALL PHYSICALS:

OUTPATIENT SURGERY CENTER AT
MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY
HOSPITAL

MAJOR LEAGUES
All Time* CDT
• AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Boylston
W
I. Pct. GB
49 40
551 —
Toronto
48
40
545
••,-.
Detrott
41
539
1
48
New Yon
47
41
534
1
Ultimo.*
45
42
Boston
517
3
40
48
455 8.
Cleveland
430 10
37
49
Aerosolise
West Division
GB
W
I. Psi
45
41
523 —
Chicago
44 42
512 '
Kansas Citv
44
42
512
1
Texas
44
44
SOC 2
Sean*
43
43
500 2
Caltornia
452 6
38 46
'Oakland
424
36 49
nnesola
Tuesdey's Game
AL Alt Stars 9 NI Ail Stars 3
Wedneediy• Gem*,
No gimes scheduled
Thursday's Games
Carfomia at Cleveland 605 pm
Oakland at Nevi Yon 630 pm
Kansas CiN at Toronto 6 35 p
lAnnesola at Baltimore 635 pm
Seattle at Boston 635 pm
CNcago at Alluliee 705 pm
Dwrori at Texas '35 pm
Friday. Gernert
California rFtniey 10-61 at Cleyerrld
6 os pm
(Dwane (Clowns 23) at New Von, Key 11-2) 630
m
Seattle t Hanson 7-6) at Boston 'Dodson 751 635
m
Sennesota lOtrahantS 9-61 at Baltimore tkeussina
10-4). 6 35 p
Kansas City (Haney 5-21 at Toronto (Moms 59)
635 pm
Chicago (ANarez 6-5) at ketwauliee !Eldred 108)
7 05 p m
Detroit (Wells 9-4) at Texas iRogers 6-61 7 35
pm

July 10- soccof

1 p.m.-3 p.m. (Female)

there

State 'Lot

••

neighbor

Murray, Ky.

"Serving

9 a.m.-11:30 a.m. (Male)
L,O(E' ii good

PAGE 9

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct
GB
Prioadelp1'4
1,7
32
640
St Louis
St
16
586 5
Afentrea;
4e 40 _ 545 19-,
Cnicago
41
45
477 14
42 46
477 14 .
Florida
37_ SO
425 19
New 1.0,1,
27 60
310 -29
West Division
W I
Pc-t
GB
San Francisco
59
30
663
Atlanta
SO
39
562 9
Houston
46
41
529 12
Los A -gates
46 It
529 12
45 45
500 '4
Colorado
33
54
179 25
San Diego
13
56
3'1 26
Wednesday's Games
So games sct,60oied
Thursday* Gemini
Philadelphia at San Diego 105 ,
c t,
hieo Von at San Francisco 3 05 pm
Cioncla at Cinannah 635 pm
Prnsbufgh at Atlanta 640 p rn
Colorado at Chic-ago 7 DS p
Houston at SI
pm
Montreal at L os Angeles 9 1.`•tm
Frslay a Games
Colorado Lestian.c 1 11 at Chicago rOurrun ? 7)
720 pm
Fionda fRapp
at Cincinnati (Rip P. St -6 15
b
Pmsburgh 1Coolis 541 at Atlanta IMaddi, $8
6 40 p m
Houston Kite 10 11.- at St Louis (Marano 8 7.
7 35 ph
Proacrioria G,eine 11 21 at San Diego irih.le
horst 35; 905 pm
• Ationhea !Reuter 0, at Los Angeles 040r4n,ter
915 p
7

•

th Screening Form must be completed &
Lr Or *o the examination dates

Forms available at the respective School or Board Office
1,e0,e. Information Cali
07 ,
0, ce.,tral Office of Pespective School

!ne 7),

Cm°n

Grand Opening
Oil Change Special

OLPS 7

Featuring
Valvoline Motor Oil

Larry Krouse Insurance
705 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
759-9808

Moior 0,; change
Buyer's Check
01! _7-flange
P-ce

$1695
-3.00
$13.95

Your sl
Cost
After mail-in rebate

95
PEOPLE WHO KNO1N

11-4 VAL\o!Nt

Mail-in the Grand Opening Buyer's Check
and save on your Valvoline oil change
Offer ends July 31, 1993

Grand Opening Rebate Coupon
ThiS (Met

and se,
79"/
p

begins

_7
115/93

and expires

7/31—'93

$300 Stand OpenJog Buyer's Check good for cash, complete this coupor•
r with priol-of-purchase 10
i .,and Opening Buyers Cheri,'"
807' r Yri.nq America. .10Af 55551-895

•
•

,
rase ow juges your dar:d mstalledisales receipt specifying a Jaiyoiine

Proof

oil c:tderi-e;
Rebate
'unsm miist be made on the specal order form and may not be mechanically
reproduced Only one rebate per envelope Offer void where prohibrted taxed, or other
wise restricted by aw Your rebate chec x must be cashed within 90 days of issue Please
allow 8 weeks 'or lebvery 01 your Valvoline Grand Opening Buyers Check Rebate

0
0
0.

0
0
0,
0
0

Rebate request must be mailed withn 30(lays of proof-0-purchase receipt dale

I I

Name print silearlyi

City

I

__Lulu_
LL Apts._

Address
State

.

J Zip

1

LLL.HLLJLLIH I' I

Retaii Store Name

Are you a regular •Ialvoline user' yes _ _ Nth
•
itpo whai is your regular brand of motor 00
Tot°
'
Ouakhed Valvhf.ne Products All-Girrate• Super HPOP Racing Formula.
Formula"' Valvoime High Performance Synthetic
,
This Coupon cannot be used in Confunclion with any other Varyorrie coupon offer
Materials become the property of Vaivnirne. Inc

I

mei

NA,
ma
im Offer Good At...
• Fried Fish • baked Fish • Fr:ed Ciamf,
• Boiled Shrimp • Fried Shrimp
• Vegetables at Much, Much, More
Includes our All You Care To Eat
Soup, Salad. and Fri1t Bar

Us,

II NE

•
---41111

Friday & Saturday Nights 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.-1 a.m.

A.0

Pf

Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.
753-9257

EiJBE
Pea./

•

507 S. 120 • 641 South
Murray, KY
753-4462

"•-•.414,4s.- -

t

.•

Oil%

'

4
•

' ”•11

'1#

I•

••

e
/e1
4.
'
00 e 1.

•• • A-.;..
%
y

a
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Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday 'Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
F.Nif \ I
\
010 ............. .. ..... Lewd Notice
020
Notice
025
Personal.
030
'Card of Thanks
In Memory
040 •
050
...
Lost & Found

Help Wanted
.Domestic & Childcare

070
090 .
100

410

• Public Sale

540

.. For Trade

. Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

560

Free Column

Instruction

570

Wanted

110

011

010

The City of Murray Public Works &
Utilities will accept quotes for the following materials: Class A State Concrete, 51/2 bag mix, 6 bag mix and
crushed limestone. Complete specifications for the above items are aVailiiblein the City Clerk's office, City Hall
building, Murray, Kentucky. Bids will
be accepted until 4 p,m. On Wednesday,
July 21, 1993.

INVITATION TO BID
The Murray Public Works &
Utilities, Sanitation Division is accepting bids for a rental uniform
service. Specifications'are available at the city clerk's office, 5th
and Poplar Streets-, Murray, Kentucky. Bids will be received until 4
p.m. Wednesday, July 28, 1993.

120
Notice
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545

BRIDAL
REGISTRY
Fitz ei Floy4
Dinnerware &
Accessories

The Panhandler
Bel-Air Center

AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros. Open all year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
Tues.
474-8-119,
1-800-649-3804

Save an

Extra 25%
on Swing &Summer Merchandise that has already
been reduced
1/3
1/2
Paducah, Murray 8 Union
Cory Locations

Now accepting applications for
Fall semester Murray Preschool
Cooperative, Ms.Sara Hussung.
Contact Belinda
753-9761 or Laura
753-7107 for
applications.

!pz-47

America's Second Car

,Uglq Duckling
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
MALE
40 - $9.45
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.69
70 - 28.93
80 - 52.73

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
•

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

Mobile Homes For Rent

280

1 ItA.NSPORTATION
51•••.4,rcycies
•.
Auto Svrvicre
Auto Part,'
17.ed Cara
.
. Valle
Used Trucks
Campers
. Boats & Motors

753-4199

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of Service"

•-•

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lot.. For Rent

365

FOI Sale Or Lease

300

Bust nese Rentals

420

Home Loans

310

Want To Rent

430

Apartment.. For Rent

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340.

Ili•Jses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

320 ..

..

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age U.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermeciale or
Custodia1
_
Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home lnsur-ance is more important
than ever. For fruit information

. Real Estate

......................... Computers
For Sal* Or Trade
Want To Boy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
T.V. & Radio
... ...... Pets & Supplies

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'free local claim service'
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic, gifted from God
'554'7904 can- tat
appointment.
025

Experienced meat cutter and meat wrapper
needed Apply in person

Full time-person for
general office position.
Computer
adaptability
required, apply in
person from 9-5
p.m. July 19 & 20.

1407 Main •St.

DAY waitress needed Ma
ture honest, good person
ality The ideal lob for
someone with children in
school Hours 8 2 Mon Fri
Regular pay plus tips
Apply at Sirloin Stockade
before 10am or after 2pm
DO you 'need a GED? Do
you need hope for the tu
ture and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
'school students Call
753 93-78 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
Wears art-E0E This-profect is funded by the West
ern Kentucky Prtvate In
dustry Council JTPA

No phone calls please.

Murray
. Supply Co..,
206

E.

Main

DRIVERS NEEDED Both
experienced & inexperienced FREE TRAINING
for inexperienced drivers if
you qualify Call today for
your
future
1 800 877 8180
DRIVERS' OTR Flatbed,
Midwest Southeast Same
$ Loaded'Empty . Bonus,
$100 sign on bonus Call
Oliver Transportation
900 654 8377 Leasing
• 'u AFr

LICENSED LIFE AND
HEA-L-TH
AGENT
NEEDED Quality products, high commissions
with advance before issue,
lead system, and benefits
(Must qualify for advances
and benefits ) Call
1-800-252 2581
MAINTENANCE person far
apartment complex Basic
knowledge of electrical &
. plumbing Must be a good.
painter Apply in Person at
Southside Manor between
10am-12noon & Murray
Manor 2-4pm NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE EOE
PLUMBERS-(both &
Licensed Plumbers
needed) Full-time permanent, salary & benefits
1-800-829-6609
SHONEY'S INN now accepting applications for all
positions Please apply in
person
STOP LOOKING'We'll pay
you to place free classified
ads Write Pasep 187V
1
S Lincolnway. N Aurora, IL 60542

--•EAL1
IIVES GET
Naomi,
Ai Munson T/arispurtation
DRIVERS over the road
you'll get respect pay arid Van flat 35 states One
AMERICAN girl 36. idea
THE BEST- TEAM PAY ON
We
support
you
deserve
years experience verifiable
weight. cute, down to earth
THE ROAD COVENANT
for
have
opportunities
corn
start
25
28
cents/mile
with
Would like to meet a
TRANSPORT Our Top
1946-1956 model man who pony drivers and teams 3 years Benefits Call Team
Earned Over
has good communication and also offer a training 1 800 444 6648
$85,000 Last Year Starting
skills, faith in God, and can program for inexperienced
drivers In return you II re DRIVERS Take your pick' at $ 27 to $ 29 Per Mile,
be empathic & generous
ceive
top pay and benefits Immediate 0TH opportuni- Paid Health and Life InsurReply go I3oxholder, Rt 2
for
you
and your family ties with several nationwide ance, Motel Layover Pay,
Box 12, Benton, Ky 42025.
plenty of miles excellent carriers offering choices of Loading/Unloading Pay.
MEET 100's of nice singles
equipment and piece of pay, equipment home Deadhead'Vacation Pay,
time benefits DSI Driver Spouse Rider Program.
Down Home Singles, Box mind
Call
Solos Welcome, Truck
323-ML, Rogersville, TN 1-800 423 7629 MUN
Placement No fee
Driving school 131-mt-tunt.
37857. 615-235-5000
SON TRANS-POR-T-ATION- A-800-825-743G
Welcome
FRIENDLY HOME PAR
SPOUSE Abuse Hotline EOE
1-800 441 4394
TIES now has openings for
759-4050 A United Way
FULL
time
experienceddemonstrators No cash in- WANTED barmaids, waitAgency
cook country cooking
vestment Part time hours resses & dancers, $500
plus weekly Doll House
JAPANESE BOY 17, anxi- Hours 5 land 1 9 Apply at wth full time pay Two cata
logs over 700 items Call Cafe, Parts, Tn
ously awaiting host family. Ann s Country Kitchen
901-642-4297 7pm-2am
1 800 488 4875
Enjoys sports, reading, Hazel Ky
computers. Other Scandi- HOUSEKEEPER one day
navian, European high per week Experienced re WE are looking for as070
sembly line workers Apply
school students arriving ferences required
Domestic
Unemployment
at Murray
August. Call ELIZABETH 759 4158 after 6pm
& Childcare
Office
(502) 782-2861 or
CLEANING house is my
1-800-SIBLING
YOUTH Minister. part time business
Reliable and exper
hrs
position
(10
15
Attention Murray.'
Ito
perienced references Call
week)for enthusiastic well Linda
759 9553
Card
organized person Send reof Thanks
Presbyterian
sume
to
'First
WILL
babysit
in my home,
Start $11 41'hr .t•encr.ts
Church PO Box 435 May- experienced 759 4490
For application & Ofo ,c all
1-(216,324 6228 7a rh to
field. KY 42066, For more
WILL dean homes, cabins
4
;' 4)
4fr
10 p m , days
information call Robert
or offices Days or nights
We want to thank
247 4554
Reasonable rates Contact
all of our friends
Joy Sims at 753-1741
and neighbors for
the flowers, food
WILL do house cleaning
and words of comCall Jean 474-2131 nights
fort in the illness
and death of our
loved one. Also Bro.
Tom Moody, Bro.
Greg Earwood, the
SEWING lobs wanted, including formal wear
ones that provided
753-1061.
the singing and the
Allene
music,
100
Knight, Nell EarBusiness
wood and Steve LitOpportunity
tlefield. Also the
MULTI MILLION DOLLAR
Dorcas Class for
Company needs indepensetting as a honordent distributors in this
area Be your own boss
ary group.
Set your own pay scale_
The family of
502-345-2507.
Murrell Smith
PIZZA INN 2nd Fastest
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Growing Pizza Chain_ Over
(Doors open et 6-00)
85 franchises sold in the
last year. Full-Service and
Knights of Columbus Hall
Carry-Out/Delivery reKY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
staurants Comprehensive
south to Sq. Hole Road, right on Sq. Hai, Road 1/4 nitie
training and ongoing supLOST- Girl's softball glove.
port. CALL(800)880-9955
KION-PROf 1 OPGAN;741 (1,4
°PIN TO THE MARC
Lett at park beside ParkMurray
1033
Box
P.O.
753-0466
Friday.
side Car Wash,
759-9708.

-POSTALJOBS-

P&S TRUCKING
Hauling - Gravel, Dirt, Sand
Driveways, Landscaping.
Rt. 6 Box 47 Mayfield, KY 42066

502-345-2507

AUTOMOTIVE technician
Full time, experience mandatory, salary based upon
experience, benefits, package included Call for appointment, Cunningham
Auto !Repair 753-6831
AVON sales Be happy
Earn. $8-$10hr Part time,
no inventory investment
Free samples, product, kit,
Paining 1-800-690-AVON
CARDINAL FREIGHT is
hiring owner-operators to
run 35 states and Canada
Excellent pay program includes stop pay, loading/
unloading pay, bonus, paid
tolls, fuel card sysiem, and
plenty of freight Call
1-800-929-6222 EOPMF

APPLIANCE PARTS
To Fit Most Major Brands
1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest inventory in West Kentucky
ViotPciint
Ketcheft 4ict
Frigidaire
4410,opoot
seasS
GE

AMana

westinhouseg

Ta
mayta9 PPen

aQ

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

25e per word $5.06 minimum let
day. 51 per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.j $2.00 es•
tra for blind box ads.

753-1713

•

•

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns. and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
JUNK air conditioners will
pick up 436-2904

ca
753.
14*7

make any changes to ad after
deadline.

MMUS BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, ADpia/Ices. and Misc Items
Use Our layaway Pule
We buy tumrture.

PORTABLE building suitable tor office 474-8891.
WE -BUY MORTGAGES
and Trust Deeds Did you
sell property" Receiving
payrrients7 Why wain Fast.
CASH NOW! Any sizeNationwide. Great prices
Call 1 -800-659-CASH
(2274).
150
Articles
For Sala

14xf,
PIM

Yard Sale S7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to

Homo
Furnishings

Help
Wanted

12x4
uncle
tion,
_
121(5
eel
hoot
attrd
dark
see
for
759-

Reader Ads:

180

Help
Wanted

Owen Food Market

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
tott Dumyat Snd Ran,
604 Dumont 3r4 Ran
(All 3 Ade Nun Run Within I Day Period
$1 75 per column inch sure far Needs, Shoe.
ding Guide

N11 lU II111.4

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

060
Notice

INVITATION TO BID

age

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

REAL EsTATE

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

020

UPI
Nage*

age
age
age
age

230
250
290
530

MISCELLANEOUS

Advertisers are requested to check the
Abet insertioa oftheir ads for any error.
The Murray lodger & 'haws will be
responsible for°Wynne incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. S a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday S a.m.-12 p.m.
SERV1t7ES

,
Farm Equipment
........ Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

PLO1' E N
.060 .

753-1916

kli%11 Its %I.N1thF 1
190
370
390
400
550

Classified Ad Mateo
Display Ads

tO PLACE AN AI) CA1.1

DEADLINES

1958 FORD Model600 with
new bushhog 1963 Ford
601 with new bushhog
Both in excellent condition
753-0509 or 759-9898 •

I

fJrni
cud'
( ludo

1 98
com
hath
gas

2.10
Mscellaneous

FOR lakes ponds roads &
streets We have dozer,
grader, dirt mover & also
bush hogging Any size
lobs Free estimates Call
Ted Edwards Or Charles
Smotherman 436 5828 or
753 9822

rent
Mori

1981
with
:-uz2
489-

GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking mountain top
views of Smoky Mountains
Fireplace balcony, kitchen
indoor pool Jacuzzis Hon
eymoon and weekend spa
cials! Free brochure
1 800 242 4853 (205)
988 5139

GLASS FOR sUNROOMS
OR ROOM ENCLOSURES
50% Below Retail 28x76
Thermopane $39 95 Many
ALTERATIONS and re
other sizes available ,Clear,
pairs. Rental gowns & tuxe- EZ Rain irrigation unit. Bonze. and Low E Free
dos. Ruth's See and Sew. 1000 feet of pipe informati.o n
1 800 841 9842
Country Square, 1608 N. 489-2740
121, Murray. 753-6981.
CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY
BOGARD trucking and ex(Gabinburg s Original Wed
cavating, inc. We haul top
ding Chapel) Thoughtful
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
service is rendered through
rock, rip rap 759-1828.
BEAR "Hunter" Compound music flowers photo
graphs videos and ft
BUS:NESS Opportunity bow with bight and quiver
ar- lions 1 800 922 4573
Mobile pressure washer, new metric Magnum
rows $125 489-2773 after
3000lb pressure, Honda
MYRTLE BEACH RE
13hp electric start, tandem 5Orri
SORT
VACATION
trailer, 500 gallon tank, wet STEEPLETOM pool table RENTALS Studios 1 and 2
sandblaster, $3500 $1500 Marcy weight ma- bedroom condo house
753-9924
chine $1000 753-4703
keeping included Indoor,
outdoor pools and morel
CANCELLED Orders-Hay
Summer rates from
Storage-Perfect for round
210
$506/week FREE BRO.
bales. All-Steel-Buildings
CHURE 1 800 448 5653
Straight Wall and Quonset
Firewood
Style. 46x70. 50x100
PANAMA CITY BEACH Fl
55x125. First Come. Ex- A FIREWOOD for sale Bright Star Motel Directly
press Steel Bldg. Inc. 437_4667.
on the gulf 200ft of sugar
143131137443730.
white beach Aft ocearwiew
220
apartments Reasonable
COREOPSIS plants, perirates For brochures or re
nea', Slicia. 753-2171.
servations
Musical
FOR SALE, MULCH
1-800421-1295
Grade A hardwood mulch PIANO for sale_ Like new
PANAMA
CITY
Console
Piano
Will
finance
$15/cubic yard Call first,
We load, you haul Hoffman with good credit and small BEACH Gulf front condos
down payment Can be Fully equipped vacation reNursery, 759-4512
seen locally Call (800) ntals on Thomas Dove-Eft
JUST Arrived! New ship- 635-7611.
1BR, 2BR, 3BR Daily(
ment of 16" & 16 5" Blem
Weekly rates-Reserve
light truck tires All tread PIANO tuning John Now' Beachside One Re
patterns. $65/ea plus tax. Gottschalk, 753-9600
alty 1-800-654-6052
Mounted, balanced & put
SWIM
SPAS All New'
on. Warehouse Tire, 400
Exercise therapy•
Industrial Rd 753-1111.
recreational pool Spa corn
JUST arrived! Shipment of
bination The wise pool al
D FOREVER- ternatvie use year around
XP2000 General W L. 1st ALWAYS
line tires at a low, low price. Beautiful chapel in Smoky Less than pool cost
175-70-13 $45. Ware- Mountains-Gatlinburg- Brochure/Video Call
house Tire, 400 Indostrial Weddings simple . to 205-4867919
Road, Murray, Ky. elegant -Photographs,
Flowers, Videos. Lodging, TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN
753-1111
Limo & Ordained kAnister- WEDDINGS Romantic
MIG welder. Millermatic 35 No blood tests, No waiting candlelight service by or
& motor puller 1992 1-800-242-7115
clamed minister Great
Yamaha 4 wheeler
location near Dollywood
BAHAMA VACATION -5 Gatlinburg and everything
753-0743
Days, 4 Nights, Hotel/
METAL for farm & commer- Cruise, underbooked Cor- in the Smokes No blood
test or waiting period'
cial buildings. Galvanized, porate Rate,
$145/Person
Galvalume, and painted in B/DO Payment plan avail- 1 800-729 4365
#1 and 52 grade. Choice of able, limited
supply,
10 colors. Call 489-2722 or 1-800-467-8728
Ext 203
489-2724 for prices.
Atlantic City Bonus
OFFICE machines for sale
Computer $1000; Elec- WEDDINGS OLD- KEN-TENN Investigations
tronic typewriter $350; FASHIONED WEDDINGS
Now offering these new
Portable Elec type $100, Candlelight ceremonies, services Video Disaster
all with extras. 763-2835. outdoor weddings Moun- Package (video & docu
tain Chapel overlooking ment your valuables before
POST Frame Buildings, river, near Gatlinburg Evdisaster strikes), Protect
Size 24'x40'x9'. Eave Price erything provided AccornSafeguard (fingerprint &
$4880 plus freight. Other modations Romantic Car- photographing of- your
sizes available Blitz Buil- riage Ride Reasonable
child) Bel Air Center
ders 1-800-628-1324.
prices. Charge Cards ac753 3868 or 436-6099
WOLFF TANNING BEDS ceptdd
Heartland,
New Commercial-Home
Units From $199 Lamps- 1-800 448 VOWS (8697)
Lotions-Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18. Call Today FREE
flte
NEW Color Catalog
1-800-462-9197.
1993
1 ROW New Idea corn
picker, excellent condition.
$1600 753-0610

1991
n a,
435

?N.
$10

1
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CLASSIFIED

PADUCAH, KY.

WOOD burning stove insert, good condition.
753-4471.

OFFICE machines for sale'
Computer $1000; Electronic typewriter $350;
AMANA upright freezer,
Portable Elec type $100;
condition. $125.
good
all with extras. 753-2835.
753-1266, 753-3493.
PC service & training at
USED refrigerator. Call
your location Reasonable
753-1408.
rates.. No service call
charge in Murray-Mayfield
area. Color pnnters from
$229 97. Call Hawkins Research today for appointCHINA cabinet with pecan
ment_ Calloway Co finish, 80'tall 56* wide with
753-7001, Graves Co
display light, in excellent
247-9257.
condition, $500 753-1966
COUCH $40; glass door
bath tub enclosure $35
Both in excellent condition
4892834.
ANTIQUES by 1he piece or
collections Cell 7519433 USED furniture, looks like
new. Call Debbie
after 5pm
759-4613

GUN SHOW
JULY 17 & 18
Saturday & Sunday - 9:00 til 5:00
At The Mid America
•

3200

CENTER
Irvin Cobb Drive • Paducah, Kentucky
Admission $2.00

Guts * KnNes * Gold * Silver * Jewelry * Diamonds
Coins * Ammo * Reloadirg Spies * Gursmith

Open to the public be sure to bring your
guns too!

TRADE
Good Food & Drink

BUY - SELL OR

/MEM

I? •, r •
•

.
•'

7

•
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-CLASSIFIEDS
WM,
Names Fee We

Nsellag
Lad ODOM.

12.45, NEW pont. carpet
underpinning, good condibon. $3495 -753-0021

ay Pono4
idoi ,Shop

NEAR MSU. kitchen, living
room, -privileges. utilities
Iran* hell I
accept tads 753-1300, af- furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
ter 7pm 489-2116
NEW condition 74

ton
air unit Will

12.56 28R, 14 bath.stove
8 refrigerator included. wid
hookup, newly redecor3u
atud. painted light gray wrel
itailasse
dark gray aim,$3000 lislust
IMMO
sue Nice staner home Ask
for Lori 759-1100 or 4 CAR garage 753-4509
759-9196
FOR Rent Business Retail
14.52 FLEETWOOD 2br or Office Space in S Side
plus appliances. gas heat. Shopping Center
c- a Asking $8500 Call 753-4509 or 753-6612
753-4827 after 5pm

itim 1st
for each

v. $1.75

ism fie&
2.00 ex-

maid

tired to
.d after

1981 14.65 MASCOT,
completely set up 3br, 2
bath, central air, natural
gas heat..rnasehite
•ongle roof, city water,
..bIe Can be moved or
rent 2 we lot North of
Murray $11,500 obo Cat
753-7684 leave message

llt0U11

ods roads &
have dozer
rover & also
Any size
timates Call
or Charles
436 5828 or

340

Houses
For Ripre
1004 MAIN Large

house
2br, appliances carpeting,
central hie. $360/mo. $300
No pets
deposit
759-1265

Apartments
For Rent
1, 2,3.48R apts,furnished,
very nice, some with
washer & dryer, near MSU
No pets. Also room for rent
753-6111, 753-1252 days
753-'0808101ev5prA
1BR apartment, partially
furnished 753-5094 after
6pm

2BR house next to MSU
campus Ideal rental property Includes rehigerator
washer, dryer & stove
753-8678

3UNROOMS
CLOSURES
letail 28.76
39 95 Many
ulable ,Clear
_ow E Free
ation
2

HE VALLEY
)riginal Wed Thoughtful
ered through
?rs photo
; arid
,
22 4573

fast, friendly service Call
tor an application today!
1 8002218204

EACH RE
kCATION
idios, 1 and 2
ido house
ded Indoor,
and morel
ites from
'REE BRO
0 448 5653

FURNISHED apts 1 or 2br
No pets. Zimmerman
Apartments. 753-6609.

SAVE, Save, Save! One of MUR-CAL Apartments now
the area's largest selection accepting applications for
of manufactured homes. 1, 2 and 3br apartments
Every home is quality built Phone 759-4984. Equal
& energy effident. Dinkins Housing Opportunity
Mobile Homes, Inc, Hwy
TN NEAR Campus,for two colParis,
/9E,
lege students, $125 each
1 800-642-4891.
per month Call 753-9564,
i RAILER with 2 lots near 8am to ,pm
-7-1-ke- -436=2032
NEAR campus, for three
WO trailers. 2br, 12.55, college students, $150
reeds repair, $1500. 2 _or each per month. C-all
12.65, 1978 Cayon 753-9564, 8am to 4pm.
'..rest, recently redecorted, underpinning, $4500. NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous136-5032 or 753-7861.
ing. Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
280
Broad St Extended, beMobilo
tween 8am- 12noon. No
Homes For Rent
phone calls please. Equal
?BR. 1 bath, 14 wide, w/d, Housing Opportunity.
stove & refrigerator, water
urnished & yard mowed in TAKING applications for
rolchvater Community out section 8 rent subsidized
:21 N 489-2703
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedaCcessi
?BR trailer. No pets rooms, handicap
ble. Equal Housing Oppor753 9866
tunity. Apply Hilldale Apts.
-SHADY- Oaks- 2 Of- 3br, Hard-in, Ky. or call
electric or gas Walking dis- 502-437-4113.
tance to college. 753-5209.
VERY spacious 2br, 2 bath
duplex Northwood Drive,
appliances furnished, cental air & gas heat. $475/mo,
1 month deposit. 1 yr lease
18.000 BTU a/c, 5yrs old. No pets. 753-2905
753-8615.

Y BEACH Fl
Mel Directly
)0tt of sugar
it oceanvieihi
Reasonable
*lures or retions

CITY
on t condo5
vacation reas Drive-Eft.
3BR Daily/
?s-Reserve
de One Re
4-6052

All New!
therapy.
ol Spa corn
vise pool al
rear around
pool cost
deo Call

MOUNTAIN
Romantic
vice by or
ter Great
Dollywood
I everything
s No blood
ng period'
5

WINDOW a/c repair Free
estimates 436-2904

CLASSIFIED
10171r-ir1r1

oestigations
these new
to Disaster
Po & docu
ables before
is). Protect
igerprint &
g of- your
kir Center
136 6099

•

BLUEBERRIES ARE
READY You pick or we

4 Family

pick No Sunday sales,
Woodsgift Farm. Cottage
Grove, TN Phone
901-782-3395
HOME grown tomatoes
50/lb from 10am-6pm,
1306 Sycamore 753-1794
SERVERAL varieties of
plums. including Cherry
plums McKenzie's Or753-4725 or
chard
753-9468

3BR convenient location
No pets
$500/mo
753-3293

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759 4081

Mayfield
Peaches, Apples

623-8312
/10

Public
Sale

Community
Wide
Yard Sale
Beside Hester Hall
and behind 700
building of College
Courts, MSU.
Sat, July 17
7 a.m.-?

Yard Sale

livestock
Simples

• 759-4697

refrigerator,
Stove.
washer, dryer, typewnter, stereo equp , lots of
motors, shop lights.

clothes. dishes, games,
formal dresses, many
other items

ARABIAN' horses for sale
registered. 436-2528
HAY _for sale Kuare and
round bales 436-2559

AKC chocolate Lab, female, age 14 years $150
Also AKC yellow Lab puppies, males $150, females
$125 Call 753-5211

505 S. 6th St.
Fri., July 16th
7 a.m.-12 Noon
Nice large size ladies
,ciothes.._girts and baby
items, Jenny Lind cradle
& changing table, Fisher
Price toys, books,
clothes rack, antiques,
crib mattress, exercise
stepper. much, much
more

Yard
Sale
At Lynn Grove On
94W
Fri. & Sat
7:00 - ?
Canoe boat motor,
lawn mower and
misc

Moving Sale •
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8-?
94W to Oaks Estates.
signs.
for
Watch
17 i/ 130 p ski boat.
actique oderrw.ne press,
oak oarreis wine bottles,
cding mower mooed iv 's,
iamps c.otPing. oar ca
b,net doors, shutters, cur'an rods and years of attic
goodies

Fri. & Sat.
8-?
641 N. turn right on
464. Follow 464 to

Hopkin's-Short Road
turn right there and it
will be the 1st house
on right.
Baby seal. baby clothes.
sofa bed women's clothes.
dishes. mcrowaue and
lots, lots more

YOUR Al)
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

3

FINCHES $7/ea Bird
cages, assorted sizes
759-4119 after 5pm
FULL blooded bird dog 10
months old Sharp $75
Call
Not gun shy
436-2626
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-288

TIRED of flea dips &
sprays? Try HAPPY JACK
STREAKER! One streak
down the back, stomach
and around the neck Lasts
14 days. Available OTC At
TSC STORES.

Dog Grooming
AU Breeds, All Sizes
Southside Shopping Cir.

759-1768

!Mucky

'116

DiaMOrX1S
Jr6rnith
ig your

AUCTION CO.
FARRIS
W. Dan Farris • Auctioneer
Richard Fanrh - Apprentice Auctioneer
(502)192-8796
Hazel, KY
P.O. Rol 149
All Km sot borne mold "a is with sp000sooKop day of sole Mk pocedonee OKI sii vented
orooriola Ibiolohomoi Avolablio Not Mooponale Pa Acesdents

•

Yard Sale
. -219 Riviera Courts 641
N. behind Unit Mart
and follow signs when
In trailer court.
Fri., July 16
Sat., July 17
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
kids
items,
Baby
clothes, adult clothes,
furniture, tools, dishes &
misc Airs

Garage
Sale
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m. - ?
On Wiswell Rd. (South
16th) betwein Johnny
Robertson Rd. and Oaks
Country Club Rd.
Baseball cards, exercise
bike nice childrens & adult
clothing, boy's bike, scooter. toys. Tiger Paw tires,
push mower, Avon. Curly
Fryer, household items

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement
put it in the

cards, lots of nice clothes,
antiques, glassware, much
more

tf:Wel=tf

11"°'" :1A7 ea

A (ESTATE AUCTION))
JULY 22,1993
R THURSDAY,
5:00 P.M.- RAIN OR SHINE
MR.Bay E. BARLOW: DECEASED
K 314
WEST 7TH ST, BENTON, KY
3 BLOCKS WEST OF MAIN STREET

Yard Sale
Fri., July 16
8-?
Take WE to Hwy. 2$0 go
1/4 Ws to curve. Turn
Outland
onto
right
School House Rd.Go 1,/,
mills bat house on right.
Furniture, toys. bikes,children's clothes, plus size
clothes and much more
Canceled it ram

0
2 BEDROOM BRICK WITH CARPORT
WALKING DISTANCE OF CITY CONVENIENCES
ill New Energy Saving Thermal Windows
lif Recent New Roof
If Natural Gas Central Heat
If Very Nice Spacious Rooms
119 Comfortable Kitchen wIlMany Cabinets
Large Closets And Utility Area

A

Location: Just east of Kirksey, KY ow Hwy.164 • From US Hwy. 121
at Stella, KY take Hwy.299 worth to Kirksey, turn right on to Hwy.
164 and Watch for Auction Signs.
A Fetid I of orpipsoe moo Goodwood imoduotcyrsceore - I End Pord Tome,970 Core
Tome, MO Caw Trona: o/Proat Loader;POW Equipment - Nee Ilkilland Hay Rake. 12 Lily
Room.II' MOWN Roo,Tobooto Soto.13'Din,Ford 3R.Oak 1 Bottom Ford MK.MIK
TObSCOO SCIInalli Nowak Mobilo Sip Oa 2 Wtool Sind Pronto. 16' Cards Trailer
Nocbpor,17 RIF Mood Pram Flo Mod Treble NTma= Axle Campos o/Slopor Na.Tiros di
Veholoo • 1982
Lips,1*Goo Moir Mods.S'Etrakry OINK.Snoop*
Cbrry Pick-ew 1912 Chewy Saboolim
callioqt
Ity
Nem
Ceruiveral
Ilk
way
Egripastro
yaw

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Sat, July 17
Tucked away on a quiet street in one of
707 Olive St.
Murray's nicest established neightxwhoods,
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
this 4 bedroom,'I bath quality britic houseisSolid walnut bed, tables.
nestled amidst towering oaks, lovely ,homes
old wooden dnnk box, Nin_lidepiiendo set and games, over
and a bit of country. By owner.
:Mr -20 old wooden boxes,
Please call 753-7204
wooden tool boxes, bell

ATTENTION FARMERS
Farris Auction Co.
will conduct a mid-season/mid-July
farm equipment consignment auction on
Saturday, July 17, 1993 - 10 a.m.
RAIN OR SIIINE

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

A

ALSO A SWAMI ONE 1111111001111RCIENCT APARTMENT NOMEI

ALL SELLING AS ONE PARCEL
$5,000.00 DOWN,BALANCE El 30 DAYS!!
AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
3 Pc Maple Bedroom Suite • Couch • End Table • Coffee Table'
Side Chairs • Color Portable TV • Quasar Console Color TY •
Frigsdaire Refrigerator winos Maker • Frigidaire Electric Range •
Whirlpool Electric Range • Upright Freszor • Chest Freezor •
Soars Washer & Dryer•Several Nice Wits•Lamps•Pots. Pans
& Household Miscellaneous Craftsman Sell Propelled Walk
aehind Mower•Craftsman Weed Eater• Wheel Barrow • Handyman And Yard Tools
19116 Dodge Anes SE 1 Door K Car
Apes 15' Fiberglass Sass Boat wtPhenton Trailer, Rasped
HP Johnson MOW vs/Power Tat Trolling Mow Aerated lrve Well
And Bilge Pump
COMFLETIAITILERIBNT DAY OF BALM

AUC110111 STARTS AT MORR SMARM/

JAMES R. CASH
74. AUCTIONEER A REAL ESTATE BROKER
SO2 523-1484 - FANCY FARM. KY
' THE SELLING MACHINE"

3 Family
Yard Sale
3rd St. Hazel, Ky.
Watch For Signs
Friday
6:00-4:00
All sorts of items.

3 Party
Yard &
Carport Sale
Fri., July 16
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
(4 mi. from Murray toward Lynn Grove on Hwy
94W. 2 siory beige
brick wbrown trim)

Toys, household,
dotes,Unhurt decor.

UP to 225 acres at Coldwa
ter 753-1300 after 7pm
489-2116
160
HOMO

HOPKINS AUTO REPAIR
Dexter KY Specializing in
mechanical & electrical re
stallion & repair of antique
cars & trucks Experienced
in domestic & import veto
des Tune up & maior or
minor engine repairs Cali
(502) 437 4641 ask for
Terry If the machine an
swers please leave your
name & number & I will
return your call

For UN
available Just reduced'
Call Kopperud Realty 3BR 2 bath brick. 1380sq
753-1222 MLS *3487 & ti. 3yrs old, $72,000 Phone
MLS *3486
for appointment 753 3293
45 ACRES located be 3BR bock 2 bath with new
hveen Murray & Kentucky carpet paint & kitchen on
Lake in area of attractive quiet street Beautiful land
homes & farms Platted & scapng with 2'4 car gar
recorded for subdivision age Owner must sacrifice
sales Newly paved road to low $70's for quick sale
1981 CADILLAC $300
through property Reduced Phone 753-5211
759-1109
for quick sale Builders
check on this Call Kop- BARKLEY Lake Canton 1981 CHRY Cordoba 225
area Now country style
perud Realty 753-1222
6 cyl. automatic, air ps
vinyl siding home on 3
MLS *3840
IA. good condition $600
acres with wrap around
7 ACRE.S near Hardin, lots hont porch 3or 4br. 2 bath, Call 753 8430 or after 5pm
of trees, good building site, tile & carpeted floors. SupOr 759-4805
•
$16,600 759-1701
insulated & priced to sell'et 1982 BUICK Regal 4dr
ATTENTION VETERANS $65.500 Twin Lakes Real good condition 753 9745
Home Loans to purchase or Estate 753-0563
1983 HONDA Accord
1 00%
refinance
753 5859
$2000
purchase/90% refinances BEAUTIFUL home with 11
up to $144,000 Phone acres 4 years old, 3 large 1984 VW Scirocco drives
Clarence Phillips Mortgage bedrooms. 24 baths, great fast ac p/w p1, ph am
roon with cathedral ceiling, fm Must sell $1600
Company
skylight, central vacuum. 753 8270
1615-684 1029
many - extras, large deck,
KOPPERUD Realty has landscaped On Hwy 1124 1985 MAXIMA Sta Wgn
buyers waiting to purchase off Hwy 121 between Col- sun/moon root, pis ph.
homes all price ranges If dwater and Farmington p--'w. V 6. come look
you are thinking of selling
Call owner 345 2807 after $3850 After 5 .30pm
753 8096
contact one of our courte- 6pm
ous and professional
1986 OLDS 88 extra dean
agents at 753 1222 or stop HOME with income Six one owner 61 5XX miles
rooms. 3br, 2 bath.
by office at 711 Maur St
screened and carpeted pa never any paint work
RE/MAX Properties -Ltd
ho, all electric built-in 753 6430
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
kitchen, central hia Sepa- .1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant
Center
Bet -Air
rate entrance to upstairs, 4 K, 4dr. gun metal blue, 4
502 - 753 -SOLD. room and bath apt, newly cyl,
auto, front wheel drive.
1-800-369-5780
decorated for rental 17,
a/c, good tires 82.XX X
acre site, reduced to miles. $1800 492 8548
ROBERTS Realty Gallo
way County's oldest and $49.900 759-1122
_1987 CUTLASS Cleft& 4
most reliable real estate 3BR, remodeled in & out
cyl, ac, am'fm cassette
real
your
all
agency For
Move in now! $49,500 66 XXX miles good dean'
estate needs call them to- 753-8061
car, $3150 Call Frankfort
day at 753-16511 Syca
after 6pm 502 875' 1844
more and 12th St
470
1989 CADILLAC Fleet
WHOLESALE ACREAGE
wood Brougham RWD
Motorcycle. •
with lake access to crystal
53 XXX !ripple silver,
clean Norris Lake in North- 1883 YAMAHA IT 175,
sharp Days only 759 1775
east Tennessee! 5 Acres $400 Call 753 2252
ONLY $3900 Wooded
1989 FORD tempo GL 4dr
1984 XR 250 motorcycle, 436 2559
Prayed rd Mountain view
good condition $500 firm
Guaranteed buildable Ex
1990 PONTIAC 6000 LE
count Financing WON'T 474 2021
•
V6, auto, ac, new tires
Norns
LAST! CALL NOW!
1989 YAMAHA Virago, ex
new brakes 75 XXX miles
Shores. 7 days
cellent condition
$4500. good dependable
800-488-4883 File 753-2429
can Call Frankfort after
10-07019 48-166C
SERVICES offered ATV 6pm 502 875 1844
5.10
mechanical & service work
1991 PONTIAC Sunbird LE
Lots
All makes & models Call Convertible excellent con
For Salo
759-1570 ask for Bobby
dibon 753 6705
BUILDING lots in subdivi
1992 LINCOLN Townc,ar,
soon with limited restrictions
21 xxx mires --s- arp
(no mobile homes) Some
753 3004
wooded, Southwest School
District, natural gas, city
1976 CUTLASS Supreme, CAR Stereo Installation
water, cablevision 3 3 white, good condition in 753-0113. Sunset Boule
miles from city limits Fiyard Music Murray's Al
$750 759 1508
nancing available Lots as
pine Car Audio Specialist
low as $4500 753 5841 or
1980 OLDSMOBILE Cut- Dixieland Center, 1 block
753-1566
lass 753 6936
from MSU dorms

Public Auction
Fri., July 16th, 1993 at 4 p.m. at 1303 Doran Rd.at Mrs. LaRue
W. Williams. Mrs. Williams has sold her large house and

Big
Yard Sale

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

This Auction Near Downtown Kirksey
Will Be An Open Consignment Sale.
Area Farmers May Consign Items On
Thursday or Friday, July 15 & 16 From
Noon 'TII 5 p.m. Daily Or Consign Now
By Calling (502) 492-8796.

I 5:00

94 East to Post Oak
Dr. turn right on
Heldman
Fri., July 16
Sat, July 17
7:30 61 ?
Baby items, women
and mens clothes etc.
Bargain pnces.

12 ACRES in the Penny
area Call 489 2768 or
489 2161 after 7pm
13 PARTIALLY wooded
_acres with nice barn, only 3
moles from town, city water

753-1916

AKC Lab pups, black. shots
& wormed, $100/ea
376-5287

REAL ESTATE COES ON ME AucnoN BLOCK AT 6:00 Pull

A

Yard Sale

Classifieds

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON

TIED

Fri. & Sat.
July 16 & 17
916 N. 18th St

Yard Sale
280 at 4 mi. marker
Fri. 7 a.m.-4 p.m
Sat. 7 a.m.-12 p.m.
Clothes from size 3
mo to adult Teys,
books, set of dishes,
small clothes dryer &
lots morel'
Held next weekend if
it rains

370

Wow Open

4 BR,21/2 bath, DR, LR, FR,fireplace,
fenced yard. 1715 Plainview Dr. Very
nice. $97,500.

Yard Sale

Yard Sale
COPELAND'S
ORCHARD

213R, new carpet sun
room, carport No pets
$325(mo Call 753-6931

& studio apt available.
1489 14.70 2BR. 2 bath appliances furnished Cole- 5BR, 2 bath $490,mo plus
deposit 753-0095
with cathedral ceilings, la man RE 753-9898
o
JZZI extra nice 753-9959,
at
1 OR 2br apts near down- AVAILABLE immed
489 2068
corner of Olive
town Murray. 753-4109.
se.
5bdrin. 1'h
1990 14.52 28r, central
rniture
ri a like new 435-4550, 2BR apt, large rooms, very central
near MSU for up to 4 stu- stov
W D in
435 4186
dents, washer, dryer,
t for 4 sty
- -1993 FLEETWOOD 14.50 Stove. refrigetatcir furn$500imo Call
?Or. 1 bath Need to sell ished . Coleman RE 7
210 or 762-4483
- $10500 759-1788
753-9898.
LARGE 4 Of 5br house.
CUMMINGS Meter Poles 28R apt near campus No $400/mo plus deposit
mobile
in
Specializing
pets 753-5980
474-8222
home electric services 200
hie,
central
duplex,
2BR
amp $375 100 amp $325
REDECORATED unfurnappliances furnished
435-4027
ished house 2br, 1 bath,
Available now in Westwood
garden area near
MOBILE HOME REPOS Subdivision Coleman RE garage.
Murray No pets $375/mo.
F OR SALE Singles/ 753-9898.
deposit Lease Refer
'doubles Financing avail
ences 753 7551
private
nice
in
duplex
2BR
model
late
Clean,
*Ile
furnished,
Appliances
area
homes Green Tree FinanVERY spaaous house for
cial Corp -Kentucky, $400/mo, 753-3343
rent lbr, 1 bath, stove,
or EXECUTIVE 2br, 2 bath refrigerator turnished
(- 06- 223- 1010
800-221 8204
duplex with center garage, $300/mo, 1 mo deposit. 1yr
utility room, bay window & lease 753-2905
MOBILE Home Loans, mobile home financing 1976 more. Available August 1,
$500 per month plus depo• nd newer from Green Tree
sit. No pets 759-4586
I nancial, competitive rates,

G Summit
fountain top
y Mountains
ony kitchen
cuzzis Hon
,eekend spe
brochure
853 (205)

Sal.

U PICK Blueberries
436-2680

320

14x 72 2BR,2 bath, partially
furnished, front & back
(Jock. storage building included 753 3164

Atao
Swipes

Public
Psalm

moving into a smaller one.

-

Super nice naugahyde brown couch with matching chair - nice recliner nice
table lamps. hanging lamp - kerosene lamp - Mexican pottery - nice office desk
cabinet - radio - desk
& chair - desk lamp - typewriter table - 4 drawer
phone - nice prints by Ray Harm, Edward Williams & Gene Gray - old books.
3rd Reader, Julius Ceaser, The Lady by the Lake & others - old decorative
whiskey decanters - very old flint lock shotgun - very old flint lock camel rifle stone jug - small glass door cabinet - large collection of dolls • old pewter
Preacher pitcher - old tin boxes - Old Diminion smoking tobacco - pocket
knives -Mayflower silver tray & mugs - large lot of linen - afghans blankets &
quilts - pictures and frames - woven picnic basket - 2 card tables - 5 folding
chairs - green depression - red pieces - carnival glass blue fruit jars - old wood
cabinet -radio - luggage - child's desk & chair - fine old wall telephone milk
can - wash kettle - lot of glasses - dishes - pots & pans - small kitchen
appliances - costume jewelry - wall shelving - 8. table - step ladder -hoe
trimmer - hand & garden tools - clay flower pots - push lawn mower wheel
barrow -3 drawer night stand - small stools - (2) large glass jugs - exercise
bicycle- ladies bike - water hose & reel -new rolls of insulation -wind chimes misc. items. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.

Dan Miller - Terry Paschall Darrell Beane - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded

in Ky. & Tenn. 01281 Firm 2333

Public Auction Sat.,July 17th, 1993 at 10 a.m.at the home of Mr. Demes
Kelly at Panarama Shores.From Murray,Ky.take Hwy.
94 East to 280 follow 280 to Panarama Shores turn left
onto Skyline Drive,2nd street, turn right. See auction
signs.
Nice recliner - nice wing back chair - 12 ga. Belgium Browning Remington 30.06 with scope - 22 auto. Remington Model 552 - large
bevel mirror'2 maple lamp tables - lamps -coffee table - stack tables 4 or 5 Bibles - oak wash stand - nice bar stools - color t.v. - odd chair small stool - vanity stool - bowl & pitcher. telephone clock - pots &
pans - small kitchen appliances - lot of dishes - Corningware microwave - electric heaters' tater box - bread box - toss pillows blanket - portable sewing machine -lawn furniture - Health Master
400 bicycle - other exercise equipment - oak dresser base - electric
fans. dehumidifier - blue fruit jars - Tupperware - 3 piece bedroom
suite - old pictures & frames - old iron bed - nice mens clothes - round
mirror - linens - kerosene heater' nice Kenmore washer & dryer metal cabinet - old street light with copper base - small chest freezer honey extractor - card table -step ladder - 20' ext. ladder- hand &
garden tools - 4 drawer chest - battery "charger - drill motors - jack
stand - wrenches & tools - carpenter tools - vacuum cleaner - socket
set - deep well sockets - pressure canner -pressure spray - glider • bee
hives - 8 h.p. riding mower electric start - wheel barrow - bee

equipment- garden planter - quilting frames - extension cords- gas
grill - misc. items. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for
accidents. Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in K). & Tenn. 01281

Firm 2333
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Just a Drop in the Bucket
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•
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Sin

1974 VW camper van
wire 2yrs old, still has lyr
warranty $1100 Call
753 3206
1984 CUSTOM Chevy van
Call 753-8527

AIR Condisoneng-Ron Hal
Heqhing. Cooling /I Electric,
Inc Service, sales and in
stallahon (502) 435-4699,
435 4327

* Four Star_ *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
1983 SIO BLAZER 4wd
super nice $3500
435 4401

Porches and decks availabie with meta roof
Silver mot coating

1987 F250, auto pis. p/b.
alt dual tanks radial tires.
sharp truck $4750 Phone
502 875 4050 (dealer)

Everlock
pinning

-

1989 FORD Ranger XLT
tem loaded 33 XXX miles
753 7724 753 5303

under-

14 x 70- 28r high aver
age, $365

1987 SUZUKI Samar'
Good condition best offer.
759 1570 ask for Bobby
1989 FORD Bronco II 4x4,
V-6 auto ac blue on blue
nrce trud. $5550 Phone
,
502 875-4050'(dealer).

vinyl

K RoIr underpinning
Doors, VOndavis, Metal
Siding, Flop Repair
Miller Air Conditioning

Phone 502-4924488
Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701
GIVE your home a facelift
at working man's prices call
Country Discount Builder
Specialties in vinyl siding.
trim" 8 windows Free no
obligation sstimates.
Licensed and Insured
502- 247- 7871
HAVE you had Breast Implant surgery? Call Flora
Stuart, attorney, for free
advice,
legal
50 2 - 78 2 - 9 74 1
1800-732 3178 No fee
unless you win This is an
advertisement
IS summer's heat killing
your grass, trees, shrubs?
_I've ,got the SAFE SOLD-

71614r for GREENER,
HEALTHIER plants Call
436 5334 for tree esimates
over phone, please leave
message

1991 NISSAN light blue 2
wheel drive ac 5sp 4 cyl.
good tires 18 XXX miles
$6800 492 8548

I.

unintentionally violated the principle. West, faced with a difficult
NORTH
opening lead, chose the ace of dia*A 9862
monds and continued with the queen.
WILL build patio decks.
WEST KY Timber Frames WINDOW 81 door repair
1, 105
When South played the king from
& Log Homes Dedicated to Repair. re-screen. re-glaze porches and do small con* K-5 3
dummy, East ruffed: when East realuminum or wood. 20yrs crete hobs. 474-0105.
excellence in log and tom
•A J 4
turned a heart, declarer had to go
ber frame design and con- experience. 753-2330
WEST
EAST
down one. All told, he lost a heart
struction 'Eastern White prompt SerVICe
+5
*73
and three diamonds.
Pine, Western Red Cedar,
•K9832
V .176 4
other wood available
WILL do odd tote Shelves,
However. South should have
e.AQJI0
'Complete packages avail- toilets, simple repairs Exe
made the contract. He should not
able 'Custom design Ser- perienced references
•K 108
*Q96532 have played the king of diamonds
vices 'Turn-key oonstruc- available
Call Adam
SOUTH
when West led the queen. Had he
,Mon Call 437-4017
759-9689
•K QJ 104
ducked, he would have gotten home
IP A Q
safely.
•9 7 6 4 2
Observe what happens when
46 7
dummy plays low on the queen. After
The bidding:
East discards, West leads another
East
South. West. North
FR1DAV.JULY 16. 1993
diamond. East ruffs to score the third
Pass
1•
Dble
Redble
trick for the defense, but that's the
For your personalited daily /cane Dixon horoscope. based on your ox%ii
2
•
Pass
Pass
4
end of the road.
date of birth. call 1-900-)88-778S. Iour phone company Yx ill hill you 95
Opening lead — ace of diamonds.
When East returns a heart.South
cents a minute.)
puts
up the ace and ruffs a diamond
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE ccith an unusual offer. Ask for time
It is surely not right to jeopardize high in dummy to establish his fifth
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A to think it ov C r. A spur-of-the- a contract
for the sake of trying to diamond as a trick. Then,after drawmoment invitation brightens your
chance to teach and travel %%ill he
make an extra trick. There is so little ing trumps, he discards dummy's ten
evening. Dressetegantiv for a 'sper
_
hard to yesistk Family members.%A
to'be- gained by-an.overtrick.'corn- • of11-eatts.eft the rcine of aniMoncis
be 'supportive. v•hatever ou decide. ciai exent. .
pared to what can be lost, that de- and has the rest of the tricks.
VIRGOIAug..13-Sept. 221: The
A financial burden is lightened by a
clarer should always play in the safIt is true that ducking the queen
emphasis rum is on entertaining for
bonus or second job. Stick close to
est manner possible to make his con- costs South a trick if West's original
home base in late tall. Earl in 1994. business purposes. Broaden your
tract. This principle is beyond dis- diamond holding is A -Q-.1. But
the
social circle. Employment affairs are
a nev.comer inspires you to develop
pute, but its application is not al- possibility of losing an overtrick is a
a talent you did not realiie von had. affected by people you do not yet
ways obvious.
drop in the bucket compared to what
There is almost nothing you cannot
Take this case where declarer South can gain by the duck.
11/47.1.BRA iSept. 23-Oct. 22i:
accomplish if you aim high emit much'
Tomorrow: Test your defensive play.
Spend more time %kith a teen-ager
A spring romance could lead to a
Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Horoscopes

ALPHA Builders- Carpen- K B ASSOCIATES Gentry, remodeling, porches, eral construction, remodelrooting, concrete, drive- ing, garages, decks, patios,
ways, painting. mainte- interior trim 753-0834
1991 NISSAN white with nance, etc Free estimates
KITCHEN CABINET RE- nev, home Or a trip to all exotic locacc ho cciii be av,ay at college this fall.
burgundy-interior. Sso 489-2303
- - COVERY existing doors & now
mutual
-Candid
stereorcassette are, APPLIANCE REPAIRS
frames with woodgrain forCELEBRITTES BORN, ON respect, • -SonleThing- you • once
V4 'X*X-miles $7800 Call Factory treined by 3 major
mica, all polors Free 050thought unattainable moves ccithin
759 9584 evenipgs
manufacturers All work mates Wulff's Recovery THIS DATE; dancer Ginger
reach.
easx
Colin.
tennis
star
Nlargaret
Rogers.
warranted
and
parts
Ask Murray 436-5560
1592 TOYOTA 4x4 pickup
SCORPIO iOct. 23-Nov. 211:
actresses Barnard Iful2hes and Bartruck 10xxx miles ac ste- for Andy at The Appliance
LAWN mowing service In- bara Stanv%vck.
Shioxcase your special talents in the
reo cassette bed liner, Works, 753-2455
sured Coleman Benefiel
best cc ay possible. Influential people
ARIES I Nlarch 21 -April
local $12 000 obo
APPLIANCE SERVICE
phone 759-4564
of
1er to hack a pet project. There
at
%York
flare-up
pre%em
You
a
can
753-6830
Kenmore. Westinghouse,
could he strings attached: Weigh
LAWN SERVICE - Been by being V. tiling to compromice. Be
exyears
Whirlpool
30+
2 CHEVY dump trucks
your options.
perience
BOBBY mowing my lawn for 25yrs, careful not to go into debt or hack
1985 1 ton 1976 Tandem
would like to mow yours the ykrong venture. Put your credit
HOPPER. 436-5848
.
SAGITTARIUS (Noy. 22-Dec.
After 6pm 492 6141
now 753-8669
you
bring
that
vxill
idea
21):
.An
cash.
a1k
ay
and
cards
pay
BACKHOE SERVICE
20): extra money comes from out of the
TAURUS I April
BRENT ALLEN septic tank LEE'S CARPET CLEANblue. Recruit others to help you
By focusing your energies on one
installation, repair, replace- ING Carpets, furniture
Free estimates 753-5827 project at a time. you %%ill accomment 759-1515
make the plan %cork. Higher-ups
could he unusually demanding.
•1980 COLEMAN fold BACKHOE Service- ROY LICENSED for electric and plish more. The end ot a longtime
C.APR1CORN (pec. 22-Jan.
relationship iallSes less pain than
down: furnace sink awn- HILL Septic system, drive- gas 753-7203
Issue an ultimatum it there is no
expected. Settle debts and develop a
ing sleeps 5 $900 ways, hauling, foundations.
MOODY'S mower repair
753-2158
alternati% e. Others should not he
realistic budget.
etc 759 4664
Pick up and delivery
GEMINI (May 21-June .21ii:
spending your money. Trax el to a
1985 SPARTAN 32t1 Ideal BOBS Plumbing Repair 753-5668
far-off place SS ill ins ob.c Max.. hut
'1 mkc a tamily member's financial
for full time no or college Service All work guaranMOWER rePair. Same day tips v%ith
still bring erajoy mem.
a grain ot salt. I )0mextic
teed
student 759-4414
753-1134 or
service, 7 days week. Most
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. I
life could become tense it you are
436-5832
repairs at your home. Fac1988 MALLARD Sprinter
opinionated..
counts vx hen guests are
Neatness
too
attenPay
special
mini hoine 20ft Chevy BRYO'N'S LAWN SER- tory trained, 15 yrs expericoming over. Start tidying up early
tion to real estate matters.
ence
502-753-5299.
VICE
Free
estimates
Chassis, self-contained.
CANCER (June 21 -Jul 22): this morning. Deal %kith a knotty
28 XXX miles Priced 753-4591
MUFFLERS, brakes, Salespeople enjoy tremendous luck
so that you
financial problem It
$17500 753-1376 after
BUSH hogging, large or shocks, oil, filter, lube
on
higher-ups
pointed
get
project.
with
It
ask
can
a
special
today.
5PrT1
Guaranteed Ron Green,
small 753-7457
OISCES (Feb. 19-March- 2(11: It
R&G Exhaust, 514 S 12th questions. he candid but a%oid
CALLOWAY County Con- St 753-8868
xi. ill take some initiatice on your
520
betraying a source. A good evening
crete Structural walls,
Boas
part to straighten out a financial
to dine SS ith old friends or tormer
slabs, _drives walks Col- MULCH, pick up loads
neighbors.
..uu.ire.
You iMglat
111CNS.,
Muiray 436 5560
ored & stamped concrete
edgy than usual:'Stay home %kith a
LEO IJulx 23-Aug. 221: An
14F,T Aluma Craft Semi-V. Free estimates 474
8754 PLUMBING
repairman with
good book or ideo tonight.
influential person cciii come to vou
15hp Johnson motor. trolling motor. battery. heavy CARPET and vinyl installa- same day service Call
duty trailer $1300 obo in 30 tion and repairs Glen Bob- 436-5255
TODAY'S CHILDREN have true strength of character. Do not scorn
ber. 759 1247
days 753-5694
PROFESSIONAL chainlink
about peer pressure leading these independent-thinking Cancerians astray..
14 JON Boat, trailer, 99 CARROLL'S' Garden till- and privacy fencing, all size The% put great stock in family life and %xant to make their parents proud.
Mercury motor trolling mo ing, grader blade work, lobs Best prices in town
Writing. traveling and influencing the public cc ill he high on their list of pritor (needs rewiring) Call bushhogging lots Phone 753-9270
orities.
759 1631 $400
Gerald Carroll (502) P & S Trucking Hauling
to older a re,iv.si and updated
Doom's ht,
aIs"'I
!oda% and hues
zeF T Pontoon boat 85hp 492 8622
Gravel, sand, dirt We build
cr Ho. Astrolog Can Help Sou Find Your Plata: m Goa's Han.- .end SS 45 plu.SI is...tage and banality
I' Dixon. 4. Andrevo, and Sik:Sits.1. Po Ho, 3 NI 50. Kan.a.(.11c. V/o 64141
motor 1 owner excellent CHIN Chlm Chimney driveways All types landpa%able
s4).ipe & very clean Bergin Sweeps has 10% senior scaping. Residential or ‘nd",,nd ‘1.‘1,v1
50C icYost•$15 000 new) citizen discounts We sell business Mayfield, KY
$4,
Call 436.2626
chimney caps and screens 502-345-2507
435 4191
RICK'S Roofing All types
For 1 our ( on‘unienct: Nox% ()ttirCOUNTERTOPS. custom at roots and repairs TorHomes, trailers, offices chon modified and rubber
Wulft's Recovery, Murray for mobile homes 17 years
experience, guaranteed
1 A A ! Hauling tree trim 436 5560
m,nct tree removal dean
work Free estimates
Frida
,r c.
attics & odd CUNNINGHAM'S Heating phone 502-437-4559
.cs Free estimates and Cooling Service ComROCKY
COLSON
Home
Ship %% cekl 5e Sa‘e
plete installation and ser:402 Luke Lamb
v ice
Call Gary. at Repair Roofing, siding,
I -I 4 am.- 5 p.m. Sal. 4 am.- 7 pm, Nun 1
p m
Al IA
painting, plumbing, Conaround mowing & 759 4754
tit” h4l \
01,mpit Pla/a
crete Free estimates Call
t.13k11
trimming & light haul
mg Cali 436 252e ask for CUSTOM bulldozing and 474-2307_
backhoe work septic sysMark
tems 354 8161 after 4pm SHEETROCK- finishing,
Al AL S hauling yard
textured ceilings. Larry
C&W PAINTING Interior, Chnsman 492-8742.
work tree removal mow
mg Free estimates exterior, free estimates
$8/per hour min 753-0884 SICK and tired of cleaning
759 1683
those frustrating, hard to
Ai 'PEE Service Stump DRYWALL finishing, re- reach windows/ Let Bill's
removal and spraying Free pairs. additions and blow- Window Cleaning do it for
you Will clean any window
estimates 753 0906 after ing ceilings 753-4761
5m. 759 9816, 753 0495 ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall intenorrextenor, home or
business Call 753-5934.
ADDITIONS. bathrooms, Heating. Cooling & Electric,
Service,
insales
Inc
and
garages. greenhouses,
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
framing & new homwa stallation (502) 435-4699, Removal Insured with full
435-4327
Tripp Williams 753-0563
hne of equipment. Free esGENERAL Repair plumb- timates. Day or night,
ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom ing roofing tree work 753-5484_
436 2642
woodworking 753 8056
THE Gutter Co_ Seamless
aluminum gutters, vanety
of colors. Licensed. insured. Estimate available
759-4690.

0 TILLERS

GUSTO". KJTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworklrh.;
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Do0 by & see our showroom
s

.,9

MuRRAv (8Mind Bw,sy Broad
?53-SO

Roth sides vulnerable

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

UPS
Pick-Up
,),,„, \,„„„a,

/•

East dealer.

VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR.
Wood VC9,Service,Center,
cleaning- servicing $1.5:
most repairs $35 Free estimates.Route 1. Almo.
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon -Fri.;
753-0530

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.
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Insurance
Agency
6th & Main
753-0489

IEB•1•N•G•0
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

99000 Letter H
• LI Carnes

Jackpot!!!

$100 Each

• $500 Jackpot — 4501 Number Call
One Number ;t rid :5 100 added to jackpot. each week

lama,*OA
04,
,
e,mtv
,•04>

• Letter
-- 30 Numbers or Less Pays $1000: 1.."'"
,
..„.4...„../.
4.4:>
wonsolation Plait -liP of IF .1.iikpot, minimum Sloth
Spedal Gault-

Double Bingo pays t30', 751

I VE
I(4

and 9054

National Guard Armory

••••t•A•••••

Hwy. 121 North, Murray, K.

Good Used Vehicles
1992 Cadillac Sedan Deville
White with Burgundy Cloth, 17,600 Miles
1991 Pontiac Grand Am LE
Two Door, Automatic, Air, 25,000 Miles
1991 Cadillac Seville
White with Burgundy Leather, New Cadillac Trade-in
1991 Chrysler Fifth Ave.
New Chevrolet Trade-in, White with Blue Cloth
1991 Chevrolet Beretta
White with Grey Cloth, Automatic, 45,000 Miles.
1990 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado
Short Wheel Base, 350 Automatic, 1-Owner
1990 Chevrolet Beretta CT
V-6 Engine, 1-Owner, New Truck Trade
1990 Dodge Daytona
V-6, 5 Speed, 26,000 Miles, 1 -Owner
1989 Lincoln Town Car
51,000 Miles, Light Blue, Blue Cloth
1990 Nissan Pulsar
Burgundy, 49,000 Miles, Automatic, T-Tops, Nice.
1989 Buick Regal Limited
Two Door, Blue Metallic, Blue Cloth, Loaded

C
C
E

1988 Oldsmobile 98 Regency Brougham
Lt. Beige Cloth Interior, 1-Owner, Cadillac Trade

WANTED light hauling.
trees trimmed or removed
or mowing Call Don
753-2772 or 753-2320

1987 Ford Taurus GL
68,000 Miles, Full Power, Grey with Grey Cloth

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
r VISA

• FREE Demonstrations of America's #1 garden tiller!
• The famous rear-tine tiller with JUST ONE HAND'
performance!
• Factory Authorized Sales & Service!
•See it-try it-take it home!

onetngear
Murray Home & Auto

('all Us Today!

753-1916

Chestnut
Murra y

,7iae-Ntikre
o,

•

753-2571
753-4110

1986 Chevrolet S-10
53,000 Miles, 5 Speed. 1-Owner-

••••=

1986 Chevrolet Camaro Z28
White with Red Cloth, V-8 Engine, T-tops,
74,000 Miles
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

PEPPERS
CHEVROLET
Geis 600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 79S • Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229 ICIC1SM0124e
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. July 15, the 196th day of 1993. There are 169
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight ig History:
On July IS. 1870, Gebrgia became the last of the Confederate states
to be readmitted to the Union.
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Ten years ago
A feature story about four

French exchange students spending the summer in Murray homes
is published. The story is by Ruth
Ann Combs, staff writer. The students are Denis Eyraud, 17, guest
of Dr. and Mrs. Jerrell White:
Emmanuelle Lutz, 17, guest of
Dr. and Mrs. John Adams; Jean.
Nickolas Helmer, 15, guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Phillips; and
Olivier Peters, 17, guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Perrin.
Births reported include a girl to

On this date:
In 1606, the Dutch painter Rembrandt was born in Leiden,
Netherlands.
In 1916, Boeing Co., originally known as Pacific Acro Products,
.4.as founded in Seattle by William Boeing.
In 1918, the Second Battle of the Marne began during World War I.
In 1971, President Richard M. Nixon announced he would visit the
People's Republic of China to seek a "normalization of relations."
In 1975, three American astronauts blasted off aboard an Apollo
spaceship hours after two Soviet cosmonauts *ere launched aboard a
Soyuz spacecraft for a mission that included a linkup of the two ships
in space.
In 1976, a 36-hour kidnap ordeal began for 26 schoolchildren and
their bus driver as they were abducted near Chowchilla, Calif., by
three gunmen and imprisoned in an underground cell. (The captives
escaped unharmed.)
In 1979, President Jimmy Carter delivered his "malaise" speech in
which he lamented what he called a "crisis of confidence" in
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America.
Ten years ago: Eight people were killed, 54 wounded, when a bomb
planted by Armenian extremists in a suitcase exploded at the Turkish
Airlines counter at Orly Airport in Paris.
years.agothe.leadetship of the.Tcanagess _Union .chaseiWilham J. McCarthy to fill out the remaining term of the late - Jackie
Presser as president, narrowly rejecting Secretary-Treasurer Weldon
Mathis, Presser's hand-picked successor.
One year ago: Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton claimed the Democratic
presidential nomination at the party's convention in New York, walking over to Madison Square Garden with his wife, Hillary Rodham
Clinton and their daughter, Chelsea, after delegates put him over the
top. Ed Rollins. resigned as co-manager of Ross Pcrot's unannounced
presidential campaign.
--Tartly's Birthdays: Actor Alex Karras is 58. Actor Ken Kerc1tevat
„is. 58. Actor lan,Micbael.Vincent
Singer _Linda .Ronsiadt is V..,
Actor Willie Aames is 3_3.
• Thought for Today: "Love is indescribable and unconditional. I
could tell you a. thousand things that it is not, but not one that it is."
- Duke Ellington, American jazz artist (1899-1974).

Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Reed,
June 19; a girl. to Mr. and Mrs.
Glyn Futrell, July 4; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Brian Harrison, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ned Kendall, July 6.
Descendants of the late Grover
C. and Beatrice Orr Charlton held
a reunion on July 4 at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Hal Charlton.

Twenty years ago

• Installation of artifical turf on
the football playing field of
delayed-plagued Roy Stewart
Stadium at Murray State University was started this week and is
expected to be completed by the
end of the month.
Pictured are Harold J. Utter of
Lexington, president of Western
Kentucky Stages since it began
operation here in 1942, turning
over, the operating authority to
the new owners, J. Polk Brooks
Sr. and J.P. Brooks Jr. of Brooks
Bus Lines of Paducah.
Debbie Cathey, daughter of
Mary Cathey and Leon Cathey of
Murray, a junior at Murray State
University, has been selected as
1973 International Crescent Girl
of Lambda Chi Alpha social
fraternity.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Davenport,

July I; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
George E. Catlett, July 2

Methodist Church.
Forty years ago
Thin, years ago
Jerry Roberts and Bill Wiggins
Heavy rains and strong vv Inds of Murray arc attending the annustruck Calloway County on July al Junior Red Cross Training
13. High winds caused much Program at Miami University,
damage in an area just west of Oxford, Ohio, July 12-19.
Martin's Chapel Methodist
Forty boys and girls from CalChurch.
loway County are attended 4-H
Robert Wayne Ezell, son of Camp at the new permanent site
Mr. and Mrs. N.A. Ezell of Mur- at Dawson Springs this week,
ray, has been named as vocationGoldia Mc Keel Curd. Martha
al agriculture teacher for Allen Carter. Lois Waterfield and B
County School at Scottville. His Melagin, -along with Mary Ann
wife, the former Patricia Loaf- Underwood of Tau Phi Lambda
man, is the daughter of.Mr. and sorority, arc attending the WoodMrs. Garnett Loafman of Murray. men Circle national convention at
Martha K. Gunter and James Chicago, Ill.
A. Moyer was married June 22 at
Willodean Goloth and the Rev.
St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Terry Sills were married July 5 at
Alton, Ill.
East Baptist Church. Paducah.
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor
Births rewned include a boy
of Sedalia-Burnetes Chapel to Mr. and Mrs. T.L. Tipton, July
Methodist Chucks, is the speak- _ _6, and a- boy to -Mr.• and -Mrs.
cr at a revival at Coldwater Douglas Givens, July 7.

Dear Abby
---DEA-trAnny,Ittig-t.jilly.
new. story

saw a

on television
'
regarding

the; ossibility of installing public
toilet.
:on the streets
City

It se
e ms

Nest' York

Etopeapny
m
n com a

vent the 0d:114w" of these toiletsby
the city.

happening to our
society? Wio should a VOcal minoriAbby, St hat is

had installed several as a test,

ty prevent the majority from realiz-

u Inch were yen. uell received by

ing an 1.nm-1114111S

the people

ply because they cannot also bene-

if that city, vtith

not ahle exception

--

fine

a group of

handicapped people who uere upset
b ecause

the 'toilets

St ('It

not

,iccommode
at

it's unFair 6; deprive
the able-bodied majiwity of the
convenience of public toilets on
the streets because the physically challenged minority cannot be aecommodated. Therefore, I would recommend a compromise: Include some publir
toilets to accommodate people
in,wheelchairs.

1'14n
-ft:Ibis - Aaron bc.- a 11-4-con1it Ore---Atiii;fittrik

fit?

My

Ponvenience sim -

high school ti vies teacher

=taught us that a test fow dentin-rantact .
n Os -I he greatest good for
the 1.9.1611-st iminher of people.
"

Thi!.s.e.peiople threiktetted

,

Since you ha% o.,Irequently chain-

block t he adoption of these toilets

pio;iieil -the- lights of tin

ro
for '
u ntil pvisions
wheelchairs

what are your furlongs alit nit

disalili
;d2

this?

1FEA1? AMY:TU
friend of mine to; concerts

oisualk

miERT NI -I( INSD

were

ORE.

10.1(11.(hie group argued that the facili-

aceepted both 111)14.S.

ties might be 1.1.441 for purposes
other

than

for the one intended.
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DEAR THIRD ROW CENTER: The next time you agsk her,
tell her that you would be
pleased to have her company at
fhe'cnrt- if sht' wants to g0
"Dutch.- Better :vet, so there
will he no misunderstanding.
say,"We will each pay our own
way.-

1411: _
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DEAR Eli) UP:Spoken like a
true budding feminist. I
acknowledge that the practice
is usual and customary, but I
-don't see it as it put-down for
women. ti almost said "the
weaker sex": Old habits die

CALVIN and HOBBES
tL8oWS ARE'GRASS.STAME.D,
I
'VE GOT

SINKS IN MI

cUT.5 AND

MR.14

SCRAT(‘-l.S.

IVE GOT SPAS) ll•L MI SOCKS IktAD
LEAS IN MX SMRV.40,1ADS

5140V5

ME50AYS-D'

DIR11, SWEATY

I SKI
CONSIDV.R TVAIS
StIZED!

I
'
M .1-10T,
T_RE
'
D

.1,1411.1 Yon
aitnni rct-clt.(1
ii lug Elm.' and

114,0
'.5 .14'-

noticed 0 heacoriftil.

and expensi‘

lover stem in

S11,
11• kept
looking at it. then she -.Aid. "\V14.\..
that.- oist lIke the
I hortight
Elina
'
s china

4 ablf14•1

Sli,
11•.,
hand

-1 hip
half-In-to her, ga‘e ii

Elon.o then -.lid.

CATHY
IT'S A BEAUTIFUL SUMFAERN
EVENING. I SHOULD GO
FOR A LONC7 WALK.

r. .

NO. I SHOULD SIT OUT- 1 _NO. I SHOULD GO MEET
SOMEONE AND THEN PLAN A
SIDE AND WRITE LETTERS.
... NO. I .SHOULD SIT oUT URCATiON... NO. I SHOULD
SIDE AND Peg EMS... NO. I REORGANIZE At/ CLOSET 50
SHOULD PLAN MY VACATION... I
'
LL BE READV FOR ,A VACATION...NO. I SHOULD RETHINK
Mki CAREER. I CAN'T AFFORD
A VACATION... NO. I SHOULD
READ A BOOK. JUST RELAX
AND READ... NO. I SHOULD
WORK ouT,THEN RELAX AND REA1

Soi-le oust siOood

JULY: EAlOTINAL FLEA AND
TiCK SEASON FOR HUMANS.

111..;11 el 1

NlYSTEIZY S1. 11 ‘1.:11

"For God's sake, hurry, driver!...She's
dropping babies all over the place!"

ACROSS

WITH ANYONE,MAN.- I
STARTED WORKJNG

HERE WHEN

you DID!

HoMe..,m!Le

YEAH!
-IF SHesAys'Ves;
ycopce. GoLDEN I

ITS AL-MOSTCLOSItkIGIME
Nio-rfePicK you UP
I'M GONNA DO MIMGOT4NA
FIT THE.F-Forcr DOOR
ASK"THE GIRL AT CHECKOUT' ('Ni IN THE- BUS ZONE.!I
51)( IF I CAN DRIVE HER
HOME.I'LLD-0ST Go
UP To HeR

FAN'5Pik/

GARFIELD

bAWN!

I PIP
A SIT-UP!

SOPPENLY 1. HAVE. THIS CIRCA TO
MAKE AN EXERCISE VIDEO! r

1 -- Reinhold
6 Rent
11 Indolent
13 Trade
14 Guido's low
note
15 Christie film
17 Sodium
symbol
18 Fasten with
thread and
needle
20 Join
21 Towel
insignia
22 Allowance for
waste
24 "Desk -"
25 Transaction
26 Declared
28 Colonize
30 Journey
32 Actual
33 Subjects of
discourses

2

3

4

Answer to Previous Puzzle

35 Let fall
37 Petitioned
38 Type of rm.
40 Civil injury
42 Do wrong
43 Rows
45 Title of
respect
46 Teutonic
deity
47 Advance in
rank
49 Therefore
50 Dared
52 Colorful bird
54 - of the
Union
55 Profits

SrAW
MEET
SL IP
SAVE
PINE
ELA
S T ALNICO SO
TON
DO BO NOTED
BIRETTAS
BE
ALERT
RES
EM
I L
SON 01111 E
LYE
NOR
L0000
MI
TELEGRAD
S C GO T
SING
TAR
AB
ST I NGU
EGG
P E A 151 NINE
WEE
S E US
SPUR

DOWN

JIM Ales 7-15

I NAVE VER'
STRONG OPINIONS

ABOUT EVERYTHiN6

THAT'S. A STUPID
LOOKING SHIRT
YOU'RE WEARING.
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5 Brother of
Jacob
6 Path
7 Unit of
energy
8 Near
9 Pertaining to

1

.10
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7-15 c 1993 United Feature Syndicate

1 Combat on
horseback
2 Declares
3 Roman gods
4 -In - We
Trust"

5

111.111:11 141•41•?1, WWII 1,1.10141N 411141111 ••••I•1c,
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10

old age
10 Wipe out
12 Sea eagles
13 Tart
16 Falsehoods
19 "Stormy -"
21 Shouts loudly
23 Weary
25 Begin
27 Obscure
29 Mr. Koppel
31 Punctuation
mark
33 Gunner's

compartment

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO BE
WREN,YOU GROW OP ETHAN'

/1‘

1+.11d111,
11.111 111%,
1`.

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
WHI/ DON'T VW ASK IF
5/00 CAI•1("AVE-HER

too

I 111•rl. %%, II 11 114•I
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Crosswords
S GOING.
I DUNN° IF SHE'

•

34 Appear
36 Jail
37 Sows
39 - -dusting
41 Jogs
43 Woody plant
44 Antlered
animal
47 Fruit seed
48 Period of
time
51 Astaire ID
53 Japanese
measure
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William A. Beisner

Mrs. Ruth Lee
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Mrs. Ruth Lee, 80, of College
Terrace, Murray, died Thursday
at 4:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was a member of Memorial Baptist Church.
Born Feb. 16, 1913, in Pope
County, Ill., she was the daughter
of the late Roscoe Bradford and
lime Rigor Bradford.
Survivors -include her husband,
Ewing Lee, to whom she was
married on April 23, 1932; one
daughter, Mrs. Glynis Wilkes and

William A. Beisner, 89, Poplar
Street. Murray, died Tuesday at
12:30 p.m. at his home.
A former resident of Rockford,
III., he was retired from the Railroad Company. He was of Pentecostal faith.
Born Oct. 20, 1903, in Jackson
County, Ill., he was the son of the
late William A. and Mary 1Creuger Beisner. Three sisters and
four brothers preceded him in
death.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Julia Beisner; six daughters.
Mrs. Alma White, Granite City,
Mrs. Doris Lunsford and husband, Harold, Millstadt, Ill., Mrs.
Billie Ruth Gale and husband,
Gordon, Gorham, Ill., Mrs. Donna Stone and husband, Ron,
DeLavan, Ill., Mrs. Connie Mixher And husband, Willie, Ava,
III., and Mrs. Della Johnson; five
sons,, Bob Bcisner and wife, Bar-

husnand, Jim. Houston. Texas;
one son, Donald Lee and wife,
Linda, Dallas. Texas; thret—sisten. Mrs. Hazel Potts, Paducah,
Mrs. Grace Alquist, Encinitas,
Calif., and Mrs. Florence Haynes,
Sebree; three grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday ar
1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Maplelawn Park,
Paducah.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Maggie Culpepper

g*.f

Mrs. Maggie Culpepper, 79,
Rt. 8. Murray, died today at 6:30
Murray -Calloway County
.171
Hospital..
Her husband, J.L. Culpepper,
died April 9, 1992. She was a
member of Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church. She
was born ApriI3, 1914„in 'Marshall County.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Judy Rogers and husband, Franklin, Rt. 8, Murray,
and Ms..Ann Spann, Murray; one
sister. Mrs. Lucille Kelly and

husband, RE., Murray; one
brother, Woodrow Barnes, Oregon; five grandchildren, Mickey
.and Jerry Spann, Michelle .Crosno, and Ricky and Renae Rogers;
one great-grandchild, Tyler
Spann.
Services will be Saturday at
10:30 a:Win -Mc .CtOpet of1.147
Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Richard Denton will officiate. Burial will follow in Old
•
Salem Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Friday.

Beisner

David E. Blalock
David E. Blalock, 44, Rt.Hickory, died Wednesday at 9:55
a.m. at Murray-Calloway-County
Hospital.
He was stricken ill while working on construction at Murray
Middle School.
Roy M. Lowe Funeral Home at
Lowes will be in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.
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Weed & Feed
Green Sweep

dium

reg. 9.99

789

NEW
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___)----
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.

reg. 7.99

699

Motion Activated

Fabric Awnings

Lights
Vacation—
Put a timer on
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yAbwowhmuairlyie you suare
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Lawn Food :-'=',-----
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Green Sweep

- In Stock! -

Intermatic Timer
w/Bonus Nite Light

Wooden Screen Door

Light Timer

/
t\

168"
reg. 209.00

-Cordless Drill

Treas Lumber, Dowit center
Open
71)ays

A Week

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Your Horne Investment Company Since 115114

•

MINIM

Mon.•Fri. 730-8; Sat. 8-4; Sun. 1-8
Sale Prices Good at Murray Store Onl • Ocher Locations — Benton and 1..A.ke City
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•Hilliard Lyons's a market maker in this
stock
UNC once unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
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Informat,on
Available

• Upon Request
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Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
-3.64
DJIA Previous Close
3542.55
Air Products.............41'/z unc
A T&T
627/s + 1/4
&II South .
551/4 unc
Biiãs & Stratton - 653/s Bristol Myers Squibb.5IP/s • 11/4
Chrysler
46'4-- 1/4
Dean Foods
271/s .
Exxon
Fisher Price.....
20s/s unc
Ford Motor
511/4 - 1/4
General Electric
991/6 + 1/2
General Motors
475/s + 1/4
Goodrich
455/1 • 'Is
Guodynr
41
IBM
B M
477/, +
Ingersoll Rand
31'/. K•Mart
201/4 - 1/4
K U Energy
307/1 • 1/4
Kroger
18'4 • 1/4
L G & E
39'/s unc
McDonalds
491/4 • 1/4
Merck
.
33'4 'Is
•••:, J.C. Penney
451/4 . 1/4
.• Peoples First*
34B 35A
Quaker Oats
71 - 2
Schering-Plough
653/a • 1 1/4
Sears- 441/4 • 1/4
Texaco
62 - 1
Time Warner
38'4 •
UST
29s/a unc
Wal-Mart
261/4 - 1?'4

Mrs. Jimmie
L. Miller

Smith -Funeral Home at Smithland is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy
_should be made to the Bill and
-Jimmy Miller Scholarship Fund
at either the Livingston County
Board of Education in Smithland
or the Livingston County Hospital in Salem.
Mrs. Miller, 68, Smithland,
died Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at
Livington County Hospital.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Martha Harris, Murray,
and Mrs. Jane Noles, Smithland;
four sons, Rusty Browning,
Smithland, Terrence Brownin
and Jim Miller, California, ad
Bill Miller, Paducah; t o
brothers, Doug LaRue and Dan
LaRue, Salem; several nieces and
nephews.

1511

r

,

Memorial services for Mrs.
Jimmie L. Miller will be tonight
(Thursday) at 6:30 p.m. at First
Baptist Church, Smithland. The
Rev. Wayne Carter and the Rev.
Ray Gilliland will officiate.

...

Company

.1.116.411-31.0111

RECIPE Of THE WEEK
Garden fresh Rice Crust Pizza

Prices as of 9 AM

Peter M. Jacobsma, 80, Murray, died today at 5:30 p.m. at his
home.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Marie Jacobsma; two sons,
Ronald Jacobsma, Topeka, Kan.,
and Glenn Jacobsma, Dolton, Ill.;
one sister, Mrs. Anna Martin,
Crown Point, Ind.; one brother,
Garrett Jacobsma, Cedar Lake,
Ind.; four grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of
arrangements.

City-wide sale discussed

Saws
IS us rie-sso ow_
US 5-3 14114141
US 1-3 4111333 MaIS 1-3 SIS sad 1111
IS 3-3 MAO@ lbs.Soars S341.1111

ENGLISH FARMS"'
SPECIALTY FOODS

Stock Market
Report

Peter M•
Jacobsma

follow in Pleasant .Hill Cemetery.
Mr. Underhill, 63, Dexter, died
Tuesday at 9:23 a.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Juanita Faye Walls Underhill; two daughters, Mrs. Margie
Pritchett and husband, Danny, Rt.
1, Dexter, and Mrs. Jennifer Cunningham and husband, David, Rt.
2, Murray; three sons, ,Douglas
Underhill and wife, Cindy, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Dennis Underhill and
wife, Angie, Rt. I, Almo, and
Donald Underhill and wife,
Michelle, Dexter; three 'sisters,
Mrs. Paulette James and husband,
Howard, Griffin, Ga., and Ms.
Nellie Underhill and Mrs. Betty
Jean Lovins and husband, Donnie, Murray; .three brothers,
James Underhill and wife, Betty
June, Delbert Underhill and wife,
Edna, and Randall Underhill and
wife, Joyce, all of Murray; eight
grandchildren.

Pictured are Ron Ball or Copy Plus, Tommy Sanders and Terry
Isaacs, co-chairs of Murray's Retail Promotions Committee, and
Jan Pooley, store manager of JCPenney, discussing plans for this
year's upcoming city-wide sidewalk sale to be held Friday and
Saturday, Aug. 6-7. Anyone interested in making a donation to be
used for advertising this annual event are urged to call either Sanders, Isaacs or Steve Zea at the Chamber of Commerce. This is
one of Murray's largest city-wide events of the year and everyone
is urged to participate in order to make it a successful event for
all involved. Anyone interested in learning more about the Retail
Promotions Committee should call Zea at the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171.

IIIIcsianctibi Sin CC

and wife, Helen, and Raymond
Beisner and wife, Penny, Hanna,
Wyo., Garry Beisner and wife,
Penny, Anna, Ill., and Dale Beisner and wife, Cheryl, Jacob, Ill.;
36 grandchildren; 34 greatgrandchildren.

George D. Underhill
The - funeral far Gen-rfe b
Underhill is today at 2 p.m. in the
-chapel of Blalock-Coleman- Fun-- •
eral Home. The Rev. Paul Bogard
and the Rev. David Cunningham
are officiating. Music is by Oneida White, pianist, and Stephanie
Roberts, Soloist.
Pallbearers are Terry and Tony
• Underhill, Danny Brittain, Donnie Lovins, Danny Pritchett and
David Cunningham. Burial will

The funeral will be Saturday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. Dr.
Greg Earwood will officiate.
Entombment will follow in Murray City Mausoleum.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Friday.
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Best body style Olds ever
built. This one's it. Caliente
pkg. is the top of the line. Pwr.
sunroof, seats, leather, etc.
Don't miss this one. Local car!
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